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Fairfield fraud:
Student changes six grades by
hacking into professors'
accounts, allowed to
graduate via online courses
BY KEITH CONNORS

.A stressful night of studying turns into
an emotional breakdown. Weeks worth of assignments and term papers pile endlessly on
a desk. Solitude and anxiety slowly degenerate into desperation, despair, and, in the case
of a student yet to be named, crime.
A former Fairfield employee and
full-time undergraduate biology major
tampered with StagWeb's BANNER grading system to adjust his final grades shortly
before graduation.
The identity and name of the student,
though, has yet to be released by Public
Safety or the University's academic office.
According to a report released by
academic Vice President Orin Grossman,
the student abused his privileges as an
:•••+
: employee of the UniverI 1NSIDE: : sity by obtaining Stag Web
: EDITORIAL ; identification numbers of
I
y.'J.
I six of his professors. He
: • • t"'""'"''.''": then reset the passwords of
:
* • each of his professors indiI HowTO ; vidually, using StagWeb's
:
HACK
: default privacy settings.
; STAGWEB" j
"When faculty mem&.7
: bers enter grades in StagWeb, there is a window of
time before those grades are rolled into
BANNER by the Registrar' office," said
Grossman in a memorandum to all faculty
members.
"The student gained access during that
window of time and changed six grades,"
he said.

The student's rouse
became apparent to a
professor
shortly before graduation, who
subsequently
filed a report
with the University.
"A colleague of mine
discovered
that there had
Ilustration by Peter Caty
been a grade
Cheating your way to the top: A Fairfield student is being allowed to graduate with a general degree after changing grades
change," said
on six of his courses last year. He received a withdrawn for the courses, but is completing his degree via University College.
a professor
who requested anonymity. "She went back on a subThe student potentially had access to not tamper with other information.
sequent day to enter other [undergraduate] "faculty social security numbers, bank acSeveral other discrepancies, though,
grades and discovered that the grade had count information, retirement portfolios, [and] exist in the story.
been changed."
student degree evaluations of the professor's
Richard DeWitt, a professor in the
A tampering charge was then filed via former students and advisees" through the philosophy department, was particularly
Public Safety, an immediate investigation faculty version of StagWeb, according to a surprised that Grossman's memo menamong university offices began, and the professor involved in the incident.
tioned a cross-functional investigation
student's degree was eventually withheld.
"Information, such as the social secu- involving "a broad consultation within
The incident, though,- was far from rity numbers of all professors, should not the university."
isolated. While four of the grades changed be available," the professor added.
"The [Grossman] memo mentioned
involved the student's courses in the spring
Grossman confirmed that "in princi- that there was broad consultation," said
semester of 2008, two professors discov- pal" access to the information was poten- DeWitt. "But there was no consultation
ered inconsistencies with his final grades tially available.
with the faculty involved."
from the previous fall semester.
However, he added that a review of
Grossman, though, maintained that
Additionally, access to a faculty mem- computer access logs by Computer and incidents of academic dishonesty extend
ber's Stag Web account pertains to far more Networking Services maintained that the
than just student grades.
student had only adjusted grades and did
SEE "FACULTY" ON P. 5

Fairfield downgraded in college rankings
BY JOE CARRETTA

mQMr
Photo Illustration by Andoni Flores

The Bobcats catch the Stags: Fairfield was recently
surpassed by Quinnipiac, another Connecticut school in
Barron's Guide of the Most Competitive Schools. Fairfield
fell to "very competitive" from the "highly competitive" category. Quinnipiac is in the "highly competitive" category.
Many students and alumni are upset with the perceived
declining value of a Fairfield education. However, Fairfield
says that its admission's process values more than just
SAT scores, which rankings value.

After four years and somewhere
upwards of $200,000, students will
leave here with a single piece of paper
granting them the title of Fairfield
alumni.
Unfortunately, for future and past
graduates, the fact that a student made it
through Fairfield may look less impressive to prospective employers outside of
the collegiate circle.
According to Barron's Guide of the
Most Competitive Schools, Fairfield
has fallen from "highly competitive"
to "very competitive" in this past year's
edition.
The average SAT score of students
Fairfield has admitted peaked with the
class of 2008 at 1,200, and has now
dipped to 1,170 for the class of 2011.
Academic Vice President Orin
Grossman said the school usually fluctuates in rankings, but didn't think it would
affect any students currently entering, or
already in the job market.
"I would prefer that we be highly
competitive rather than very competitive, and I hope we will be there next
printing" he said. "However, we build

our reputation student by student, in the
quality of the education we provide, that
is really how a reputation is built over
many, many years."
Director of Admissions Karen Pellegrino said the numbers of applicants
have increased, and that the school has
enrolled a class that "meets or exceeds
the desired class size."
She also alluded to Fairfield's increasingly diverse student population,
and the University's "holistic" admissions process, which is not reflected by
narrow SAT-based college rankings.
"We look at every aspect of a student's application, including the special
talents and abilities they will bring to
the university community," she said.
"Unfortunately, most of the rankings use
a fairly narrow measure of a student's
profile, and information like an increase
in the diversity of the university community will not necessarily be part of
the objective rating."
The news of the drop in rankings
has caused some unrest in Fairfield
alumni, who are disappointed to know
that the name of their diploma might be
beginning to lose some of its luster.
Thomas Catino '08, called the drop

"outrageous" and noted that Barron's
is a respected publication and widely
read by many high schools students and
guidance counselors involved in the application process.
"This will be a big time hit to the
perception of the institution's reputation,
and I am sure that I and other alumni
will be disappointed to hear Fairfield has
become less selective," said Catino.
Other recent graduates feel as
though despite being settled into the job
market, they might be hurt in when looking change companies if their degree is
losing some of its value.
Mike Colford '07 was able to
receive a job after school, but said he
hopes the downward trend of selectively
does not continue for the sake of his
professional career.
"When I left the school, I felt that
the Fairfield education was impressive
to put on my resume," said Colford. "I
would hate to see the school lose it's perception of a competitive institution."
Despite Fairfield's increasing effort to beautify its image, the fall in
Barron's rankings has unsettled alumni
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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of Fairfield in Barron's
College Rankings.

15,000
Highest merit based
scholarship available at
Fairfield.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

1989
50,175
Highest merit based
scholarship at Villanova, a full ride, for the
2008-2009 year. Villanova is ranked No. 1 in
the U.S. News and World
Report for Universities with Masters in the
North, ahead of No. 2
Fairfield.

49,725
Cost of attending Fairfield for the
2008-2009 year

Year of an article in The
, New York Times profiling Fairfield which
cites Barron's Profiles
of American Colleges.
Fairfield was "highly
competitive." It fell to
"very competitive" this
year."

44,900

Better know a Stag

1,170
The class of 2011's average SAT score, 30 points
lower than the 2008 average of 1,200.

2

Cost of attending Quinnipiac for the 2008-2009
academic year. Quinnipiac recently moved ahead

Chris Simmons/The Mirror

Truthiness: Prof. Matt Coleman, chair of the mathematics department, holds a meeting in his office besides a life-sized
cutout of Stephen Colbert, host of "The Colbert Report." For fans of the show, you may recognize this pose from when
he was awkwardly hugging his black friend. For now, he can be found in between Bannow and the library.

Part two of a 3,935 part series
! BY

KERI HARRISON

Name: Casey Donahue
Year: 2010
Major: English/Journalism
Hometown: Rosemont, Pennsylvania
Housing: Townhouse
Activities: Generally being reckless
Interests/Hobbies: Video games
Favorite sports team: Red Sox
Last movie seen in a theater: "Tropic
Thunder"
Last song on iPod: "Doing Time" by Sublime

Jesuit colleges younger
than Fairfield. Le Moyne
(1946) and Wheeling
(1954) are younger than
Fairfield (1942).

He said it:
"Ifs an outrage. If I was a student, I
would be particularly upset with this
result. " - Dr. Richard DeWitt, a professor in
the philosophy department on the student caught
cheating being allowed to complete his degree via
online courses. See the story on p. 1.

If you could be an animal, what would it be?: Monkey
Favorite food: Movie theater popcorn
Interesting fact: Doesn't claim to have seen but actually saw a UFO.

IN THE KNOW

staff writer at the New Yorker and
a bestselling author, according to a
Fairfield University press release.
His most recent book, "The Nine:
Inside the Secret World of the Supreme Court," spent more than four
months on the New York Times bestseller list after its release in 2007.
The press release said that Toobin
is expected to address the looming
electorate regarding the control of
the Supreme Court and the 2008

NewsMefs
BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
Fairfield's inspired writers series opens Thursday
Fairfield's University College is sponsoring an Inspired Writers Series in connection with the new MFA in
Creative Writing program. According to a press release, the
series was enacted by Michael C. White, the director of the
MFA program, in partnership with the graduate program.
The series begins Thurs., Sept. 18 with a reading from
the critically-acclaimed author of "What You Call Winter,"
Nalini Jones. Jones, who will appear in the DiMennaNyselius Library at 7 p.m., is a former Fairfield adjunct
professor. Harvard Professor Steven Pinker will follow up
with a reading on science non-fiction on Friday at 2 p.m.
in the Oak Room.

Jeffrey Toobin to speak at Open Visions
The Open Visions Program plans to welcome renowned legal journalist Jeffrey Toobin on Sept. 24. Not
only is Toobin a CNN senior analyst, but he is also a former

TOOBIN

Aftermath of Hurricane Ike
Hurricane Ike hit the Midwest over the weekend, causing an estimated 30 deaths in the United States, including
seven in Texas alone. According to The New York Times,
Texas is undergoing one of the state's most massive recoveries in Texas history.
Millions lost power and many were short on food

Presidential Election.

NATIONAL
Wall Street suffers major setbacks
Wall Street suffered huge drops on Monday, totaling
more than 500 points, according to an article by The New
York Times. It was the first time since the days following
the Sept. 11 attacks that the Dow Jones industrial average
saw a plummet this size. Amidst the market drops, Lehman
Brothers announced bankruptcy and Bank of America officially took over Merrill Lynch, while the New York state
government agreed to provide the American International
Group with some financial assistance.
The article quotes the Treasury secretary Henry M.
Paulson Jr. as urging Americans to "remain confident in the
soundness and the resilience of our financial system."

Contributed Photo

Story of the hurricane: Hurricane Ike hit Texas over the
weekend with the Category 2 storm causing significant
damage, which could total $22 billion.

supply. The Federal Emergency Management Agency has
stepped in to help, distributing water, cots and blankets, and
generators throughout the state. The White House has also
said that it will release crude oil to help with the shortage
of gasoline, stated the article.
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Cafeteria receives new look over summer and a thumbs u
rectangle tables outlined the perimeter of the
room. The colors of the wall were bland and
The Barone Campus Center at Fairfield not too exciting. The lighting was bright;
University is home to many important venues bright enough to see everyone's faces and
for the typical college student. The bookstore, there were wonderful red trays available for
mailroom, the Stag, The Mirror, and most you to pile on the food.
important, the cafeteria.
The only seating options were very large
The first visit back to the cafeteria tables, rectangular or circular, whether sitting
among many students might provide a little with one person or an entire wing of a dorm.
unexpected shock. Those two long flights of Students came in, ate, socialized maybe, and
stairs are still present and the food is still, then left without forgetting to grab the last
well, the same.
minute soft serve. Well over this summer,
But past Mary and the StagCard ma- things have changed.
Green, red and yellow provide such a
chines is a world of difference.
Last year the cafeteria just looked like vivid color enhancement. Yes, there are still
a very large room with numerous big circle some round tables, but booths have been
tables for seven or eight filling the floor. Large introduced with rectangle tables for small
parties or big parties. New chic lamps
dangle from the ceiling and cushioned,
fashionable chairs are scattered around
all the tables.
Not only are there more options for
the choice of seating, but the warm colors
and design are an added touch as well.
Jennifer Currier, Sodexo's director
of operations, explained that this design
evolved from a collaboration of proposals
with the rest of her co-workers and other
members of the university.
Caitlin Leist/The Mirror
The old "institutionalized" look had
New look: The cafeteria was overhauled over to be replaced. The idea of this "student
the summer.
restaurant" came to the surface to try and

BY ANNIE ROONEY

cancel out the old "high
school cafeteria" look which
previously distinguished
Barone. Together, they designed the new room focusing on the three different
sections and colors.
Not only has the room
changed, some of the food
options have been upgraded,
as well as new options and
service hours.
During lunch students
can enjoy a salad from the
new salad toss station. The
Caitlin Leist/The Mirror
deli station is now in full Comfort booths: Students now have the option of dining in
service having one rotary restaurant-style booth seating.
special sandwich along with
other customized options. The Grill Area also don't feel like I'm in a middle school cafeteria
has daily "hot specials," and the International anymore, but the food still sucks."
section now provides not only a hot meal of
Students are open to more opportunity
the day, but made-to-order dessert as well.
and flexibility with the new design and the enMany believe the changes in the new vironment has certainly been more exciting.
However, some students also see the
cafeteria has definitely been positive. Even
though the amount of seating has been reduced improvements as unnecessary and thought
by almost 50, no real problem seems to present the money could have gone to better
itself, even during the busy dinner hours.
sources.
Tom Fitzpatrick '11 said that the im"I respect their decision to upgrade
provements were a welcome addition, but dining facilities; however, I feel there are
that he also thinks they should improve the many other imperative renovations around
food as well.
campus that should have took precedent,"
"The new layout is nicer," he said. "I said Stefanie Rutigliano '11.

Open VISIONS kicks offwith
Doug Brinkley
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

think about their children's children ... while
they are in many ways forced to think about the
current time."
'Mike Jehle, executive director of the Fairfield
Museum, introduced Brinkley to the crowd.
"Doug Brinkley had the goal of grabbing
America by the neck and making it look at the
twenty-first century," said Jehle.
Brinkley's talk also tied into the academic
setting of the campus as many students attended
it from classes.
"I have always taught and studied the American
Presidency and have even geared my class around
Doug Brinkley," said Professor of Politics, John
Orman. "But, now having brought my students to
this Open VISIONS, it was great to see them react
to him directly."
But Open VISIONS proved that the intel-

When people think of college, "Animal
House"-like thoughts of fraternities come to mind.
On Monday night, Fairfield was introduced to another fraternity, one looking to induct a new member this November, the fraternity of presidents.
Doug Brinkley, Professor at Rice University
and notable Presidential historian, spoke in the first
Open VISIONS Forum, which also commenced the
forum's 11th season.
Brinkley told a crowd of more than 500
University community members that this election
would be the turning point in any view of history.
"No matter who wins we will have either a
black man or a woman in the presidential or vice
presidential role," Brinkley said.
Brinkley explained that presidents could be
judged on different levels.
He explained that some of the
presidents were great orators
like Kennedy and Reagan,
and some not so great as in
the case of Bush and Nixon.
In an exclusive interview with The Mirror, Brinkley said, "History can tell
us a lot of things. In 1962,
John F. Kennedy won over
an older and less charismatic
Richard Nixon. Now, Obama
may find himself in a similar
situation."
Brinkley also expressed
the value in choosing the
right running mate. He mentioned and praised McCain's Opening visions: Doug Brinkley, an author and professor of history at
choice of Sarah Palin as Rice University, addressed students and community members in the
Vice-Presidential nominee, Quick Center on Thursday to start off the Open VISIONS forums.
while saying Obama's choice not to choose Clinton lectual community was not only restricted to the
University, but included Fairfield Prep students as
may be his downfall.
After a question was asked to him, Brinkley well. A student group responsible for a play on all
agreed with the audience member in saying that 43 Presidents, joined by director Megan Hoover
election tampering concerns may take away from '99, attended the show.
Prep student Dan Luciano said he "learned
the added enthusiasm in this election.
Brinkley spoke on a day when Merrill Lynch more about the two sides in the [lecture], and is
was sold to Bank of America, and Lehman Brothers excited about the election to follow."
Brinkley is the first in the series political exfiled for bankruptcy, yet he expressed how times
perts to present themselves in of the Open VISIONS
will get better.
"As a historian, I understand the sustainSEE "VARIETY" ON P. 6
ability of this county," he stated. "Presidents must
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Fairfield to test alerts
BY MEGAN SMITH

Beware, Fairfield students: in the
next few weeks your phone will ring and
you will be contacted by Public Safety.
But relax, you're not in any major
dilemma or wanted for a crime. All
Fairfield students and faculty are now
taking part in the testing of StagAlert,
the University's emergency notification system.
Upon receiving reports of a circumstance in which the student body is in
imminent danger, especially an "active
shooter situation," the entire Fairfield
population will be notified immediately
via e-mail, text message, and phone call
with safety instructions.
StagAlert, through the Connect-ED
program, is part of Fairfield's "Rapid
Response" initiative, which refers to "the
course of action taken by responding officers who will take necessary action" to
put students out of harm's way, according
to the Fairfield University website.
"This system disseminates critical
information fast and efficiently to members of the University community," said
Todd Pelazza, Director of Public Safety,
on the Public Safety portion of Fairfield's
Web site.
Public Safety and the Office of the
Vice President for Administrative &
Student Affairs recently contacted all
students, urging them to update their
contact information in order to successfully run the StagAlert system's test.
"Just knowing that Fairfield has an
emergency alert system should definitely
make students feel safe on campus, although I'm sure they do already," said
Kelsey Schroeder '10, member of Fair-

field's Student Senate. "If something
bad happens at Fairfield, we're going to
know about it."
Students were instructed through
Stag Web that "StagAlert is intended for
use only in extraordinary situations when
there is a clear and active (e.g., in progress or pending) emergency or risk to the
University Community that requires both
notification and immediate action by the
intended recipients."
After the mass shooting tragedy
at Virginia Tech on April 16, 2007, in
which students were not notified of the
mortal danger until two hours after the
first shooting, many colleges and universities nationwide took major steps to
increase security and prepare properly
for such an emergency situation.
"Virginia Tech had the capability on
April 16 to send messages to the student
body, faculty, and other staff via a broadcast e-mail system," according to the Virginia Tech Review Panel's presentation
to Virginia Governor Tim Kaine.
The presentation goes on to admit
that Virginia Tech, at the time of the
incident, had "no way to send a message
to all cell phones," and that "e-mail messages sent by the university may not have
been read by every user within minutes
or even hours."
Virginia Tech's e-mail system at the
time had 36,000 registered addresses.
On the University's Emergency
Plan Web site, Fairfield's Public Safety
department stresses that "prevention,
mitigation, planning, preparation, response, and recovery are all part of the
elements of our Emergency Plan, which
is reviewed and updated on a continuous
basis."
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Campus crime beat:
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Separate cases of stolen license plates

The Independent Student Newspaper of Fairfield University
Established in 1977

campus. Power was out for an hour and a half.

BY KERI HARRISON

Tuesday, Sept. 9
3:16 p.m. Reckless operation of a motor vehicle was
reported. The driver was a Fairfield Prep student. He
was referred to Prep administration.
Wednesday, Sept. 10
1:40 a.m. There was a report of University vandalism to signage near Dolan.
3:08 a.m. A DUI was reported. The
student was referred to Student Conduct.
Saturday, Sept. 13
3:22 a.m. An assault occurred at the
townhouses involving students and non-students.
They were referred to Judicial.
12:25 p.m. A vehicle was reported vandalized
in the Dolan East parking lot.
2:32 p.m. A vehicle was tampered within the Village
East parking lot. The license plates were taken. The Fairfield
Police Department was notified. It is under investigation.
7:19 p.m. There was an unscheduled power outage
in certain areas of the University, primarily the center of

Sunday, Sept. 14
<fc49 p.m. Two portable toilets were damaged in the
Fairfield Prep lot.
8:03 p.m. A non-student was arrested for
violating a criminal trespass warning that was
issued previously.
Monday, Sept. 15
8:31 a.m. There was unauthorized solicitation involving Fairfield Prep students. They were
referred to Prep administration.
8:31 a.m. Reckless operation of a motor
vehicle was reported in the Dolan lot. The driver
was a Fairfield Prep student. He was referred to Prep
administration.
4:23 p.m. Tampering of a motor vehicle was reported in the Kostka lot. The license plates were reported
stolen; they were unscrewed from the car. The Fairfield Police
were called in and it is under investigation.
5:02 p.m. There was a report of an assault outside of
Gonzaga Hall involving students. The incident occurred the
previous morning around 1 a.m. It is under investigation.

Students, alumni unhappy about rank
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

more than any campus renovation
could comfort them.
Jerry Pittman, who also graduated
in 2007 was very upset at the news and
said he noticed in the "real world" that
many people outside of the University
don't even know the school exists.
"To pay over $160,000 over four
years [and] hear that the school is declining in selectivity makes me very nervous
and makes me question the direction
Fairfield is heading," said Pittman.
Despite being ranked fourth according to the Princeton Review among

comprehensive masters' granting institutions in the North, the news of
the decline was cause for worry with
undergraduate students.
"I'm not happy about it because the
reputation of the school will fall," said
Michelle Melendez '12. "When I try to
get a job after school, I feel it will be
more difficult if the reputation of the
school goes down."
The most unsettling issue among
current students was their post graduate endeavors, which will call upon
the Fairfield name to get them that
one interview, or even push them over
the cusp and into an ever tightening

job market.
Miles Obedin '10 shared concern
for the reputation of the school, and said
he thinks the more the school declines
in selectivity, the worse it will look to
prospective employers.
"Reputation of the school is a very
important factor when trying to attain
a job after school," he said. "I feel like
my SAT score and the work I put into
attaining it mean nothing now."
"It takes away from everything
we do while we're here" said Ben
Geller '10. "Knowing the school is
becoming less selective just makes
me want to transfer."
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CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
Correction: In the Sept. 11th issue of The Mirror, in reference to "New changes, faces in familiar places," Deb Cady Melzer was the deputy
dean of students and Karen Donoghue was promoted to her old position without the title of dean. Gary Stevenson was the director of housing.
That position no longer exists, but there are now two associate directors, Kamala Kiem and Jason Downer, along with two assistant directors,
Charlie Sousa and Ophelia Rowe-Allen. The Mirror regrets the errors.
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BE A MIRROR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. The
Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
include site visits and phone correspondence
for ad sales. Work on your own schedule. Paid
position, commission of sales. Freshmen and
sophomores preferred. Contact Christopher
Haliskoe at chaliskoe.gmail.com.
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphotos@gmail.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Lily Norton at
lily.m.norton@gmail.com

FOR RENT
Newer Beach House
2008-2009 School Year 3 Bedroom Great
Waterviews 203-464-1516
PT Nanny Needed
Experienced nanny needed to care for 2 year old
& infant on Tu, & possibly W, Th, or F in Monroe.
Easy commute, hrs negotiable. 203-895-4149. Dr.
Jennifer Lee Magas

ADVISER
Dr. James L. Simon
TO CONTACT US:
MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, BoxAA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6:30 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: MIRRORMANAGEMENT@GMAIL.COM

FOR RENT 2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE LANTERN POINT
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (203)261-6336
Fairfield Beach - College Place
House for Rent 2008/2009
4 BR, 2 BR, 5 people max.
Furnished. Off St. parking.
$41,500.00/school year plus utils plus sec.
Also avail over Summer 2008 if interested.
Pis call Sarah at 203.256.9436
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Faculty upset with lack of input into cheating scandal
1

vidual, ultimately decided to mark the adjusted grades
on the student's transcript as "W," or withdrawn.
beyond the jurisdiction of faculty members, and that the deciThe student's academic profile will have a full
sion ultimately belonged in the hands of the administration. account of the incident and will be revealed in future
"The professors had submitted their grades," said background checks. However, he receives no penalty in
Grossman. "Once a grade is handed in, it is out of the terms of GPA and will have no record of the incident on
professors' hands."
his course records.
Grossman added, "Professors were victimized by this
Furthermore, the administration ultimately decided
situation, and you don't want to ask someone who has to allow the student to remain a part of the Fairfield
been victimized recommendations on how to deal with community and complete his degree, ironically, via the
an issue. You need an independent voice."
Internet through University College.
"It's an outrage," said DeWitt. "If I
was a student, I would be particularly
upset with this result."
DeWitt added, "There have been
far less serious cases of academic dishonesty that have received far harsher
penalties."
Grossman, though, felt that "the
punishment was severe enough" and
that he had no intentions of "ruining
the person's life."
"At a certain point, a feeling of cura
personalis sets in," Grossman said. "Hopefully he'll have learned something."
In addition to Grossman's decision,
faculty that were directly involved are
particularly bothered by the procedural
process of the investigation.
"As soon as one of my colleagues
found out about the grade discrepancy,
we reported it to the Chair [of the Department,] who then wrote a letter and
reported it to Public Safety and the AcaContributed Photo demic Vice President," said a professor
who wished to remain anoynymous.
Caught!: A teacher who double-checked her grades noticed the discrepancy.
"[The administration] took it from
In addition, there was apparent displeasure among there and, basically, we were never informed of anything
professors with the end result.
besides that," said the professor.
Grossman's investigation committee, after discussing
DeWitt echoed similar sentiments in terms of the
the issue extensively with administration and the indi- investigation's time line.
CONTINUED FROM P.

"About May 10 we received a one to two sentence
e-mail regarding the issues and the particulars," said DeWitt. "Almost two and a half months later, we received
word of the finalized story. Faculty
was not even informed that their
identities has been impersonated."
DeWitt felt that the administration was not being secretive,
but rather blatantly ignored faulty
input regarding what he referred
to as "the most extreme case of
action that falls under academic
dishonesty I've ever seen."
"We should have been inGROSSMAN
formed of the investigation," said
DeWitt.
"In terms of the punishment, if the University decided
that [allowing him to continue through University College] was the best course of action, the faculty would not
have been happy."
"But to be entirely left out of the loop is outrageous,"
said DeWitt.
Grossman did concede that he regretted the lack
of contact between the administration and the faculty
directly involved regarding the investigation.
"That's something I regret and I apologize," said
Grossman.
As if the story itself or the administration's decision
is not provocative enough, one intriguing fact still stands:
no one on campus knows.
"There should've been notification to everyone faculty, students, staff," said DeWitt.
"In retrospect, it could've been a positive experience,
a learning experience," said a professor. "The administration could have said that things of this nature will not
be tolerated."
While it is uncertain as to the whether a valuable
lesson has been learned or justice has been served, one
glaring truth exists: A student sits behind a keyboard yet
again to finish a degree.
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Hie Mirror 5.0
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

How many of you visit The
Mirror online? Didn't realize we
had a Web site? As newspapers
and print media nationwide are
facing the issue of downsizing,

The Mirror will be taking this opportunity to redesign its Web site
and make it a prominent source
for student news.
No need to worry; The Mirror will also be on stands, as
promised, on Thursdays. We
know members of the University
community are reading the paper as our readership is steadily

increasing.
Yet, the future of print media
beyond the college setting is uncertain and we want to capitalize
on the talent of our writers, editors and multimedia staff to bring
you a multifaceted perspective.
Thus far, Fairfieldmirror.
com has brought online subscribers and curious print readers
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All Over Your Hands.
Welcome Back
Yon Arx joins call to discuss drinking
age

Are you glad to be back on campus?
r* Yes, tlovBlthere.

Empty jugs of Jack Daniels litter the floor.
Vomit drenches the rug. A fake SD sKs on the
desk. The aftermath of a night Df binge drinking
is visible in dorm rooms nationwide. Full story

f No. summer was too quick.
<~ No. Barone Is still horrible.
<~ I am an alumni and wisn I was back.
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Redesign: The Mirror will be launching a new Web site, encompassing more multimedia, such as
podcasts, video, slideshows and blogs.

at the
KICKING HORSE GRILL
EVERY

WEDNESDAY
10:00 pm
?5.00RRR Pitchers

^7.00 Bud It. Pitchers
$

Drink Specials
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breaking stories, expanded coverage from the Thursday edition
and extra stories online. With
the new capabilities available to
us by our site publisher College
Publisher 5.0, a news story will
no longer be just an article with
a picture. Podcasts, multimedia
slideshows and video streams
will be more consistent and
commonplace. There will also
be more reading material at your
disposal, and we plan on having
staff members creating blogs on
a myriad of topics.
Another ambitious and pragmatic goal of The Mirror online
is to bring readers something new
on a daily basis. News is rapidly
changing and it is imperative that
we try out best to give you the
must up-to-date information.
Above all, the new Mirror
Web site will be a forum for students, faculty, alumni and members of the greater community to
respond to an issue and promote
discussion. People can post comments more easily.
This is an exciting project for
The Mirror, as online has been
an aspect that has never been
explored before and provides us
with a chance to improve your
independent student newspaper.
Most important, this is your
paper. We are always open to
your suggestions, and we are
eager to bring you both a weekly
print publication and Web site
that is user-friendly and accessible to you when needed most.

Contributed Photo

Actress activist: Mia Farrow was
selected by TIME Magazine as one of
the most influential people in the world.
She will be speaking at Fairfield as
part of the Open Visions forums.

Variety at
VISIONS
CONTINUED FROM P.

3

Forum. Jeff Tobin, of the Washington
Post will talk about the Supreme Court
on Sept. 24. Mika Brezinski and Monica
Crowley, liberal and conservative pundits
respectively, will have a political debate
on Oct. 27.
Program director and Art History
Professor Phillip Eliasoph said of the
2008 election based Open VISIONS,
"The current presidential campaign
provides one demonstrable example of
the breadth of American democracy and
Open VISIONS Forum has seized the
moment with speakers that deepen our
knowledge of a multifaceted world."

Delivery and Pick-Up
Salads ■ Soups ■ Slices
Fast Lunchtime Deliveries
Monday-Thursday: Lunch Special
$6,99
College Student Discounts Available!
Hours:
Monday - Thursday:
11 am -10 p.m.

Friday & Saturday:
11 a.m -11 p,m,

1557 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT 06824

Editor: Veronica Florentino
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Lily Norton - Assistant Managing Editor
Veronica Florentino - Commentary Editor
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Chris Simmons- News Editor
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Dumbing down Fairfield

"Internal" affairs
On May 18, 2008, more than 1,200 proud graduates
received their degrees at Fairfield commencement with a
sense of satisfaction, fulfillment and, most important, a
clear conscience. Well, perhaps not everyone.
Upwards of a week before graduation, a male student
- still unknown by name by the majority of the Fairfield
community - was involved in a grade-changing incident.
The student used his access as a Fairfield employee - an
RA - to obtain the StagWeb identification numbers of
six of his professors. Though the event was reported to
the Academic Vice President Orin Grossman, the student
was still allowed to receive a University College General
Studies degree.
Didn't know about this incident until now? Without
a friendly tip-off from a faculty member in August,
neither would the staff members of The Mirror.
Furthermore, those professors who were essentially
victims of identity theft were only made aware that their
identities were stolen through StagWeb eight weeks
after the incident occurred.
The delay was due in part to a lack of precedence in
the University student handbook. Grade tampering was
not explicitly stated as an offense by students, nor is the
punishment for such. In response to the offense, computer
fraud has been added to the handbook for the 2008-2009
academic year, along with more stringent log-in
capacities on StagWeb and a committee that will oversee
future policies of this nature.
When asked if charges were pressed or if legal action
was taken against the student in question, Grossman
responded that this matter was an "internal matter."
Yet, if such policy changes are now in effect, why
were students uninformed of what is and still remains a
huge issue? Ideally, students read the entire handbook;
realistically, they don't.
Beyond the lapse in time, perhaps the most
questionable aspect of the grade-changing incident
remains the student himself. As an RA, he was meant
to be a model of student behavior. Perhaps a conspiracy
theory, but would another student, not of RA status, been
allowed to receive his or her degree at all?
In Grossman's defense, such an instance had not
occurred before. Grossman says his one regret handling
the situation was that he had not kept the involved faculty
abreast of the situation. If this is an "internal affair," then
the community should be informed of the issue before
everyone underplays the issue.

In reference to this issue's p. 1 story "Fairfield downgraded in college rankings" by Joe Carretta.

How to hack StagWeb
"The letter from Vice President Grossman was vague and
unspecified," said DeWitt, who felt
that the University mishandled the
matter by neglecting input of the
faculty involved. "Faculty should
have been informed and given a
chance to handle it the way we
wanted to handle it."
I've written it before, but the
University cares so much about
the perception others have of it
that it neglects its accountability
to its students. Whoever influences
decisions around the halls of this
whispering University needs to

students with worthwhile opinions. Unfortunately, Fairfield
This week on Students 411:
administration is all for one and
Fairfield student doctors his final
one for themselves.
grades just before Commencement
In the end, the University
last May. Unfortunately, that little
got what it deserved. A student
63K tidbit of useful information beat the system because, let's be
honest, it's all about the grades
probably the only news students
actually care about - is not clutregardless of how much you like
tering my already overflowing,
the class. While a challenging
ancient StagWeb account.
class is mentally stimulating, a
According to an e-mail sent to
"C" is not. As a result, some students will take the underhanded
Fairfield faculty by Academic Vice
route for the instant gratification
President Orin Grossman, an unwhich good grades offer.
identified student from the class of
Last week, The Mirror ad2008 was able to change his grades
vertised that, coming
through StagWeb. Apparnext week, "Student
ently, this student was emhacks into StagWeb as
ployed by the University
teacher; falsifies grades
in some capacity, where
before graduating."
he was able to obtain the
This is a misleading
StagWeb ID numbers of
headline, but that is the
several of his former promost any student has heard
fessors from the fall and
on the issue. The Universpring semesters.
sity has not reached out
This student was
to quash rampant specuthen able to change the
lation. Instead, they have
grades his teachers subdone what they do so well;
mitted during an interkick back in one of those
mediate window where
A
u
u
A Utilizing StagWeb for new means: Computer fraud
nice, leather administragrades can be changed
" , "■ .
...
new form of academic dishonesty.
tion chairs while the peons
before they are posted as
below
them
squirm.
remember their ultimate constitufinal on StagWeb.
Dean
of
Students Thomas
After the student was discov- ent: the money our parents pay for
Pellegrino was mostly noncomered a week before graduation, this this tarnished degree.
"Some students should be mittal' via e-mail.
student co-operated in the ensuing
"One of the key pieces I
investigation. Here's where the upset because it devalues their
would personally want to be atUniversity kept with its usual con- degree," DeWitt said.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board. niving and selfish ways; it not only
Fairfield's Student Hand- tentive to in the future is how we
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
tried to sweep the issue under the book makes a definitive state- get information out and support to
rug, but, then it allowed the student meat about academic integrity those individuals whose personto graduate with a Fairfield degree at the University. On page 33, ally identifiable information has
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
the Handbook says: "Teaching been compromised." In layman's
from University College.
and contributions of its readers:
In making this decision, and learning must be based on terms, don't ask, don't tell.
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
Pellegrino asserted that "This
Fairfield University has told every mutual trust and respect...Any
e-mailed to mirrorstories@gmail.com
single student exactly what their violation of academic integrity is a serious issue, and one of first
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
degree is worth: a name. This ir- wounds the entire community and impression." My "first impression"
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
responsible and cowardly decision undermines the trust upon which is that the University, in light of
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
not only ostracizes the students, the discovery and communication its inaction, has shown that its
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
principles are, like everything else,
but it takes authority away from of knowledge depends."
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
Mutual trust is when the nothing more than lip service.
the teachers, especially those diand personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
This is no longer a student
University keeps the professors
rectly involved in the situation.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Philosophy professor Rich- involved in the incident abreast issue or a faculty issue.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
Everyone needs to take a
ard DeWitt was one of six pro- with the investigation. Respect
fessors whose StagWeb accounts is when the University, for once, position on this issue, including
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
treats the students as informed the University.
were compromised.
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DEMOCRAT said / REPUBLICAN said
Carol Cirota
The idea of a student newspaper jumping
on the bandwagon of political awareness
is pivotal to getting our generation to begin voting. I am more than pleased to comment
and, subsequently, make you want to become
knowledgeable about the candidates running.
This election year is turning into one of the
biggest circuses of our lifetime, and I hope you
decide to enter the three rings and throw your
opinion into the mix.
Introducing the presidential/vice presidential democratic ticket for Election 2008 is Barack
Obama and Joe Biden.
Few will argue that the
Bush years have been the
most shining moments in
American history, and
hopefully, they will not
continue. The candidate
of true change, Barack
Obama, serves as one
of the most inspiring
speakers of our time.
Among all this inspiration is the importance of
Obama's words.
If you have been living under a rock,
Obama is the first African American nominated
for president by a major political party. He went
to Columbia and graduated from Harvard Law.
He has been in office since 1996 and was elected
to the Senate in 2004 by the largest victory in
Illinois history with 70 percent of the vote. In
past years, he has sponsored very influential
bills such as the Iraq war de-escalation act and
has been on committees of foreign relations, the
environment, public works, veteran's affairs, and
many others. YouTube his speeches.
Something quite interesting is the U.S.
National debt clock, which shows that at this
current date, each American owes approximately
$32,000 if we were to try and balance the budget.
Eliminating this debt is another thing Obama
wants to do immediately because our economy

A look at the Candidates
is suffering.
Obama also wants to make more jobs to fix
our crippled economy, which is a huge issue for
us soon to be graduates (especially you, finance
majors).
Obama wants to reduce greenhouse gases
by 80 percent and he offers initiatives for alternative energy because
paying for gas is fun
for no one. He wants to
make college more affordable, and he's already increased
the pell grant.
Obama's
ideas represent a
true change from the
Bush administration and where
McCain will lead us again. I say
"will" simply because 95 percent
of the time, McCain has voted with
the Bush administration. If you
want to chance it with a 5 percent
hope on McCain, go for it. I must
say, though, I think Obama offers
better odds.
Next, we have Biden,, who is one of my
favorite politicians because of his tenacity and
his ability to be off the cuff.
He has ran for president twice, so he understands and welcomes with vigor the monumental
responsibility that comes with it. He certainly
has the experience and the wherewithal to take
on the problems of the outgoing administration because he has been part of congress for
26 years.
Biden is also one of the least wealthy senators and he actually knows how many houses he
owns. He wants to stress the dangers of not only
the terrorist threat but crime, energy dependence
and the lack of health assistance in America.
And finally and most importantly, he's
not under investigation, setting him apart from
Sarah Palin.

Peter Crawford

Well, another election is
upon us. John 'Maverick'
McCain and Sarah 'the
Barracuda' Palin lead the charge
against the empty rhetoric of Joe
'Amtrak' Biden and Barack 'Hussein' Obama.
Though be warned; the stars are
out and shining brighter
than ever. Brightest of
all Barack Obama;
even Jason Bourne
and Lindsay Lohan are supporting him.
I was even
fortunate enough
to go to an Obama
rally this summer
but when I
showed up,
the grass
was all gone!
As fun and entertaining Obama is, however, the
real story of this election is McCain
and Palin.
Unlike ever before in politics,
this ticket is taking the nation by
storm. These candidates have faith in
the American people. Faith enough
to allow Americans to keep their tax
dollars and spend as they please: not
as the government sees fit.
For too long, Washington has
spent our hard earned money as if
it was their own. Proposed tax increases and unchallenged earmarks
are scary thoughts while we endure
these tough economic times.
The only 'change' the left promises will be found deep in your
pockets. McCain and Palin lend an

T

ear to even the smallest voices; both
voted to protect the Born Alive Infant Protection Act, both promise to
uphold the second amendment and
both promise to keep taxes low.
Though our conservative minds
are not always the loudest, our presence must be felt. It's time to take
Washington back
to the people.
In tough
times, it
should
be our
neighbors
we turn
to; not an
overbearing government
with its
eyes on
I our check
books.
Here at Fairfield, real change is
possible with our own Stag, Amanda
Parks, as she runs for State Representative in Fairfield University's
district. Parks, Fairfield's respectable
congressman, Christopher Shays,
John McCain and Sarah Palin are
working to uphold conservative
values; a smaller government, a
commitment to alternative energy,
and economy thriving off of our
hard work.
I hope you're as energized as
I am to put an American hero with
a 'Country First' mentality into the
White House.
Just don't pull a Barack; make
sure you get out there and vote!

T

T

College rankings: Not the end-all, be-all
I will agree that Fairfield can be less selective in certain
areas, specifically regarding legacy and diversity. I could
almost bet that one out of every three students you meet here
has at least one family member connected with the school;
it seems as though no matter what your academic standing
was in high school, if your mom or dad went here, you're in.
And of course we can't forget about diversity. Fairfield has

like Providence, and that's obviously not the easiest thing
to accomplish.
Anyone who is paying almost $45,000 a year to go to
"That's a surprise to me, because I thought we were
school obviously wants to be getting the most out of their
going in the opposite direction," said Cohoon, referring to
money. Every student also knows that one of the determiFairfield's drop in rank. But, statistics don't prove everynants of this is how the school ranks in college guides like
thing, and the diversity initiatives at school are an example
The Princeton Review, U.S. News, and Barron's. Fairfield's
of that.
recent drop in the 2008 Barron's College Guide from
It's common knowledge that, if we're looking
"highly selective" to "very selective" gives some stuat something like economic diversity, lower-income
dents reason to worry. But is Barron's guide really the
areas are going to have lower SAT scores. Why?
only judge of how well a school performs?
Because they don't have the resources that higherI consider Barron's to be on the bottom of the list as
income areas have access to. That doesn't mean that
far as college ranking guides are concerned.
students from these areas are any less "smart," they
When looking for information on this article, they
just have less resources.
didn't even have a Web site I could consult, unlike
If we're looking at the situation from this perspecPrinceton Review and U.S. News & World Report. I
tive, I think Fairfield is doing the best it can to try and
think I speak for most students, and maybe even their
keep the school from becoming a completely homogparents when I say that these are generally thought of
enous, upper-white class institution, which it already
as the most trusted college ranking guides.
has a reputation for.
"Princeton Review is what I'd go to first," said
While this stereotype might not dissuade students
Brianna Cohoon '10. "I don't even really know about
from attending here as much as academic selectivity
Barron's."
would, it's something to think about.
All work, no play: Despite studying hard, Barron's only cares about
And disregarding Barron's, on both The Princeton g^T scores
I don't think that Fairfield's drop in the Barron's
Review and U.S. News websites, Fairfield is ranked
ranking has much weight; it's an issue that needs to be
right up there with the likes of Providence College, Boston made it very clear that their mission to increase diversity on taken with a grain of salt.
College and Villanova.
campus will get done any way they know how.
The success of your college experience isn't solely
So if Fairfield's rank hasn't been affected in either U.S.
This is not to say that diversity is making our school based on a random ranking in a book, it depends a lot
News or The Princeton Review, why all the cause for con- any less than what it is. Interestingly enough, Fairfield cur- more on what you yourself make of your time here and the
cern? The few people I meet who, when I tell them I go to rently sits at #2 on the "Most Homogenous Schools" of The resources that are made available to you.
Fairfield and they know where it is (I attribute this to being Princeton Review, but Providence College comes in first.
I'm pretty confident that when I graduate, Fairfield will
from Massachusetts), I have yet to encounter a comment Fairfield's initiatives to increase diversity are to improve their still be a school whose name people will still associate with
standing on lists like that, surpassing competitive schools being "a really good school."
other than "Wow, I hear that's a really good school."
BY MELISSA MANN
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Orientation... more like bore-ientation.
This feeling changed when our orientation leaders finally took the stage. Through
their entertaining and amusing skits, we
were exposed to more advice and resources
for our time here at Fairfield.
"The skits let us hear the opinion of upperclassmen who have already experienced
freshman year at Fairfield," said Laura Kanarski, a freshman who attended the first orientation session. "Their presentations cast a
new light on the freshman experience."
Our attention spans only last for so
long - if we had been given more breaks
between presenters, or if the information
sessions had been more split up between the
two days of orientation, we would have paid

dent? My biggest excitement about coming
to Fairfield was finally gaining freedom and freedom was definitely not what I felt at
orientation. I felt overscheduled and rushed
I could hear the cheers a mile down the
- sure, there is a wealth of information to
road - the Fairfield University Orientation
cover at an orientation, but some can be
2012 greeting committee, already full of
saved for the welcoming in the fall or simply
their 5 a.m. coffee, were waving their banthrough self-discovery.
ners and chanting welcomes to the freshOrientation, despite its issues, was still
men. Just upon entering campus, I already
a great success.
felt like I belonged here.
Although orientation helped incom"I found that orientation was really
ing freshmen to meet new classmates and
helpful in starting friendships that will last
for my next few years here," said Chris
become familiar with our new campus, it
Love, '12. "I already knew people when
wasn't the ultimate orientation experience.
One of the biggest issues with the 2012
I arrived on move-in day, so it made the
orientation was the group system - everyprocess less stressful."
where we went, we
With new
went with our group.
faces to recogAfter the usual
nize come fall and
embarrassing namelots of new information tumbling
games, the orientation groups became
in our minds, we
did feel more preclosely knit. This was
pared for the start
important, because we
were always with our
of classes.
At orientaorientation group; we
tion 2012, we
roomed with members
of our group, we ate
learned to live for
with them, sat next
today and dream
to them in the Quick
for tomorrow, and
Center, and went to
every freshmen I
seminars together.
talked to felt that
Although it was
orientation was
Contributed photo both helpful, innice to form a core
formative and yes
group of people and Getting to know you Close-knit groups eliminate new-found independence in college.
have an automatic
- even fun. Credit
group of friends, it would have been even more attention to the important material be- for a successful orientation must be given
better had we been allowed to socialize with ing presented. Or maybe more information to the helpful orientation leaders, Team '12,
other groups. If we had more free time to should have been presented by the O-Board and of course to both Jamie Abromaitis '09
mingle outside of our groups, we could have team - corny acting seemed to work better and Jen Amdur '09 for coordinating double
been exposed to even more people and op- at getting people's attention than repetitive two-day sessions. The effort put into the
portunities for new friends.
2012 orientation was evident and extremely
presentations.
The most memorable part of orientaThe evening orientation activities were appreciated.
The effects of orientation are also lasttion for a majority of people was the time but a slight improvement from the day's
spent in the Quick Center listening to what schedule. We all enjoyed the ice cream ing - we will always remember our first
seemed like endless hours of speeches, social, but the feeling of being trapped in interactions with our Fairfield classmates.
lectures, informative student panels and Barone until midnight was not what we had This feeling of community doesn't just apadvice sessions.
been expecting, and definitely overpowered ply to freshmen: at campus gatherings I still
sometimes hear upperclassmen involved
Interrupting only occasionally with our enjoyment of a late-night sugar rush.
While I understand the need for a cur- with orientation chanting, "Team what?"
loud cheers of "GROUP 11 RULES" and
"TEAM 12!"
"GROUP FIVE PRIDE", the crowd's re- few, the last thing I wanted to do at midnight
Good luck, class of 2012 - we have four
spectful silence was more likely semi-con- after a long day was dance with a hundred
years to make our mark on this school. Let's
sciousness caused by hours of sitting rather of my awkward classmates.
than unwavering interest in the presenters.
Isn't the point of college to be indepen- see what we can achieve.
BY MlKAELA TlERNEY

Letter to the Editor
Does the Quick Center discriminate?
To the Editor,
I had made plans for my family, including my three children to attend the Cashore
Marionette show at the Quick Center at
Fairfield University Sunday at 1 p.m. with
a group of other families. I've come to find
out that they do not allow people less than
two years of age to attend because they've
had too many disruptions. This means that
my family cannot attend the show together
because our youngest family member is
seven months old.
The show we wish to attend is a children's show taking place in the middle of
the day. I've been to other theaters where
the policy is that unruly people are asked
to leave the auditorium if the need arises,
and are reminded by those that work at the
theater if they don't do it on their own.
Isn't it considered discrimination to
say that people of a certain age are not allowed to attend something at a University?
The Box Office Manager also told me that
it is a fire hazard to have children on the
laps of parents. I can't imagine that when
a 3-year-old wants to sit on a parent's lap

they are told that it is a fire hazard. It's not
a hazard in any other venue or public place
that I know of.
The Quick Center Web site states,".. .It
is situated in a continuously growing community that serves a large and ethnically
diverse population, an ideal environment

irror file photo

where the Center can grow while meeting
the needs of the surrounding community...
Events include popular and classical music,
dance, theatre, special events, and programs
for young audiences."
I find this a misleading, as in actuality
it serves all but those with families that
include young children. I'd imagine that is

a large population of the community.
Perhaps I am incorrect to assume that
the events taking place at the Quick Center
are considered University-administered
programs because it clearly states on the
website that Fairfield University, "...does
not discriminate on the basis of sex, race,
color, marital status, sexual orientation,
religion, age, national origin or ancestry,
disability, or handicap in administration of
its educational policies, admissions policies, employment policies, scholarship and
loan programs, athletic programs, or other
University-administered programs."
I am greatly disappointed to learn that
my youngest child has been discriminated
against due to his young age and that the
actions of other people have negatively affected my families' ability to attend together
a children's show at The Quick Center for
the Arts.
I hope other families with young children will take this into consideration when
choosing a venue to support.
Sincerely,
S. Niles
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FUSAVP
speaks
BY EMILY DRAGONE

After experiencing my fourth and final
FUS A training this past weekend, two things
became very evident to me. The first was
the realization that as a 22-year-old, I was
aging rapidly.
The second and seemingly more pertinent revelation was recognizing that a distinct evolution has happened to the Fairfield
University Student Association since my
freshman year.
FUSA has moved from an organization whose main function was to provide
programming to an organization that must
provide foundational support for all Fairfield
University students.
Today, our organization sits at a crucial
juncture where hindsight and innovation
have combined, giving FUSA the ideal opportunity to revamp
its goals and prove
itself as a legitimate
organization.
As a freshman, I
was scared out of my
mind before I entered
the first FUSA wide
training session and
FUSA as a whole. It
is always unnerving
going into a group
DRAGONE
of people you may
not know and trust
me, a group full of strange student leaders
is the worst.
Let me tell you, however, it was at that
training that I learned what made leadership
on a college campus different than any other
experience in my life.
In high school, I remember student
leaders being the ones who planned prom
and participated in student council, but at
Fairfield University, student leaders are intelligent students who want to serve and stand
for change. Actual, visible change. I was in
awe of the executive cabinet that year and I
remember truly thinking that the organization
was' flawlessly run.
I have since learned that FUSA can be
far from flawlessly run sometimes but I have
also learned that the success of FUSA truly
lies within its student leaders. An organization will fall flat on its face when the support
or drive is not there.
The training that occurred this past
Sunday was intended to remind active FUSA
members that this year is going to thrive on
that support.
The training focused on student presentations with the greatest proportion of
time spent in individual branches to finalize
specific job descriptions, expectations and to
start working immediately. Accountability
was stressed but so was having fun.
I am a firm believer that if you aren't
passionate about what you do then no amount
of "going through the motions" will fool
anybody.
As the vice president of FUSA, I am
still in awe that I am in the position that I
am today and still greatly admire that FUSA
administration which left me craving more
from this organization.
If there is one thing that I have learned
throughout the years (and hope was conveyed
to the new FUSA members during training),
it's that this year is time to raise the bar.
FUSA can and should accurately represent the student body on campus and if
we're not, please do not hesitate to call us
out on it.
Emily Dragone is the Vice President
of FUSA.

Editor: JP Porretta
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Spoof movies only embarrass themselves
BY ALEX DORF

"This movie rises below vulgarity."
—Mel Brooks, on "The Producers.'
Back in the 70s and '80s, there were two kinds of spoof
movies.
On one side, there was
the ZuckerAbrahams-Zucker school,
, whose defiantly
corny slapstick humor deliberately invoked clas-.
sic 1950s comedies. The
Zucker films, which
included the "Naked Gun" series and
"Airplane," appealed
to nearly everyone
-- kids liked seeing
people slip on banana
peels, and adults saw the j
films as throwbacks toj
the less edgy comedy off
their youth.
On the other hand, j
Brooks was the pri-1
mary master of this
new-school spoof
film. His films were
frequently vulgan
and always subversive, with hidden^
social commentary
buried among the
fart jokes,
for example,
the portrayal o
racism in
"Blazing Saddles." Brooks was wrong — his films were far
from the crude low humor for which he eventually and unfairly
gained a reputation.
Fast forward to 2008, and everything has gone astray.
Brooks hasn't directed anything since the appalling "Dracula:
Dead and Loving It," and the Zuckers have been churning

out sub-par spoof films that embarrass their legacy. Here are
films that truly rise below vulgarity. They aren't really profane or rude, but they succeed in being offensive to viewer's
intelligence. There are four central flaws that ruin the modern
spoof film.
1. It's the genre, stupid.
Early spoof films concentrated on genres instead of individual send ups of films. Although there has been
the occasional excellent film-by-film parody (the
^^ucker's suprisingly rude "Kentucky Fried
j^^ Movie" comes to mind), most of the
wk time it leads to lazy writing and terrible
LJokes. Many o f the films sent
■ ^©kt
41 K

t0 tneaters

& from tne
I Hollywood

open mic flailing for laughs. Just being Juno isn't enough —
she wasn't funny in the first place, so why would I pay $10 to
see her cynical stupidity again? Parody is only parody when
there's actual mocking involved.
3. Grow somc.err, teeth.
The parodies in the spoof films of today have no hint of
social commentary or biting wit. They aren't attacking anything — they're rather gentle at heart, and that doesn't work
for a spoof.
They need to grow some cajones and start parodying
targets that actually have some ability to fight back. Otherwise
you come off as Eminem brawling with Triumph The Insult
Comic Dog. Sure, you win, but at what cost?
4. Never, ever, ever, ever cast Kim Kardashian.
Please. Her sex tape was boring enough — do you really
want to see her act?
A genre that once spilled out some
of the funniest films of the 20th century,
i.e. "Airplane!" and "The Naked Gun"
series, the spoof film is certainly a
dying breed. New films like "Meet
the Spartans" and "Epic Movie"
prove that new writers
k lack all sense of
originality, relying
lame pop culre references to
raw in viewers.
Despite all
this, these
■ ^■■films still
J5brin8inthe
J

movie factory have been based entirely on comedies that
were funny in the first place. Which leads us to point #2:
2. Less impressions, more jokes
Doing an impression of a film character without any
recognizable punch line comes off like a 12-year-old at an

||IJ

/(.-IMS bucks
|jfai the box
office.
So what gives? Are spoof films just being dumbed down
for our generation's dumber audiences, or is the franchise being
supported by pubecent boys willing to pay the $10.50 to see a
half naked Carmen Electra play a Spartan housewife?
I'll assume the latter.
Contributed to by JP Porretta.

Cover band gets the Quick Center to 'Twist and Shout'
to walk the earth.
I first saw Beatlemania when I was about 7 years old, with my parents in upstate
New York. I don't remember much except that I liked it, but my parents enjoyed it
much more than me. I don't even remember if I actually knew who The Beatles were
i before that show. I hope 1 did.
Seeing them again at the Quick Center was definitely a blast from the past for me
then, in more than one way.
The guys are obviously professionals: They sing in the timbre of the voices of the
greats, and even use old Vox amps. The sound is just impeccable.
What I enjoy most about the show is that when a person watches the cover band,
they will notice that almost everyone around them is singing along, from children to
senior citizens. Both were going crazy when they played "Love Me Do" and "She
Loves You." I even felt myself being transported to memories of listening to the hits
in my car or at other occasions. I could only imagine what real die-hard fans feel like
when they see the impersonators.
That's the beauty of The Beatles — we all know it, and "Beatlemania" brings us
together to remember that.
The concert was part of a larger event held by the Jamie A. Hulley Arts Founda
tion, a non-profit organization that gives money to students in the arts. The foundatioi.
is very closely knit to Fairfield University, as they give an annual scholarship to a
member of Theatre Fairfield, and also give funds to the music program. Live and silent
auctions took place before and in between the "Beatlemania" sets, so for anyone who
has never seen a guy talk a million words a minute, that was a show in itself.
Sadly, though, because the show was part of a benefit, many Fairfield students
Lily Norton/The Mirror
were
either unaware of the concert or unable to purchase a ticket.
Beatlemania turns Quick Center into Strawberry Fields: The Beatles cover band were
Of course, like most benefits, when you weren't being harassed for money or
certainly a crowd pleaser this past Saturday, helping raise money for a local arts foundation.
hoping that you had more to spend, you were running after the people with hors
d'oeuvres trays.
BY LILY NORTON
Although the Quick Center may have been a little crazy, Beatlemania made that all
OK
when
they played "Twist and Shout" and everyone sang the big "ah" section.
As I sat down in the Quick Center this Saturday and familiar tunes flowed into my
After
playing
together for about 10 years, it looks like "Beatlemania - The Tribute"
ears, I couldn't help but wonder, "Are those real?"
will
always
have
an
audience, especially with such talented members that have even
Nothing about "Beatlemania -The Tribute" is really real, I guess someone could
starred
in
the
Broadway
hit, "Beatlemania."
argue, even down to the wigs that the imposter John, George, Paul, and Ringo wear.
I
just
hope
the
group
will return to Fairfield soon and when I go, I expect to see
However, the professional cover band is very impressive in its abilities to mimic
The Beatles look and sound. No wonder they are the most popular cover band more Fairfield students filling the seats.

BRIDG6WATER
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OPERATIONS ASSOCIATES
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Career Fair - 9/25 from 11:00 - 3:00 PM at the Leslie C. Quick Recreation Center
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Soap opera,
Elizabethan
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Metallica a long way from its roots
BY ALEX DORF

style
BY LILY NORTON

Keira Knightley: She is hot and
British, and I almost got to meet her
last week.
No Knightley appearance: Although the
For my 20th birthday present, actress did not show to a screening, her new
I was given the option of meeting film does not disappoint.
Keira at a New York previewing of
and her husband, the Duke, played by
her new film, "The Duchess," which opens Ralph Fiennes.
in selected theatres Friday. So I made the
He is cold-hearted and uninteresting,
journey to NYC on a weeknight to see the only caring for his dogs and the possibilactress of my dreams.
ity of having a male heir. Worst of all,
When I arrived at the theater on Third though, he is unfaithful.
Avenue, I couldn't hold in my excitement.
After Georgiana produces two
I sat there in the front row of the theater daughters and cares for the Duke's first
anticipating Keira's arrival.
child, a girl as well, he grows angrier
And then an astute-looking, smaller every day she doesn't produce a boy.
gentleman who claimed to be a professor at Georgiana really goes mad when her
Fordham entered the stage and announced husband has an affair with her best friend,
that Keira would not be coming.
and she tries to get back at him by sleepI was immediately disappointed. Still, ing with another man (Cooper). The story
though, I was happy to be there at all. gets even better when she realizes she is
The writer, director, producer and a very pregnant with her new lovers' child.
appealing young British actor in the film,
The story is very intriguing from
Dominic Cooper, were there to talk at the start to finish, especially because of the
end of the film.
elaborate costumes, music and mere look
"The Duchess," which is based on a of the film, thanks to the fact that they
true story, turned out to be very different filmed most scenes where the real events
than I had imagined. The film takes place took place.
around the time of the French Revolution in
Sadly, though, I wouldn't be surEngland. Keira plays Georgiana, the Duch- prised if the film doesn't receive a great
ess of Devonshire, who is like the Audrey amount of attention or press in the States
Hepburn of her time, starting many fashions because it is a major chick flick.
and being loved by all.
See this movie if you like period
Very much like a soap opera of films and love Keira Knightley as much
another time, the film focuses on Keira as me, which is probably unlikely.

James Hetfield's lyrics are horrendously awful,
filled with ridiculous cliches and puns like "son
shine." Hetfield's lyrics were never fantastic, but
they never reached the stupefying lows of this
album's emotional spew.
Another year, another disappointing Metallica album. Sure, this one's better than the last
few, but what did we honestly expect? Hetfield

Most metal bands either burn out or fade
away. Aggressive personalities and the importance of youth make it difficult for bands within
the genre to avoid combustion or irrelevance.
Still, Metallica seemed like the most
likely choice to survive old age and personality
clashes. The band's "Alcoholica"
reputation (much of which was
self-maintained) didn't bode well
for longevity, but their central
chemistry on its first five classic
records seemed to come from musicians who respected each other
enough to create dynamic, brilliant albums for years to come.
This made Metallica's fall
from grace all the more shocking.
Metallica kept chugging along,
constantly appropriating new
trends in a horrible fashion. The
band's stabs at grunge ("Load")
and nu-metal ("St. Anger") were
more sad then disappointing. For
nearly 15 years, the band sounded
like old men trying to keep up |i
with the youngsters.
Contributed photo
"Death Magnetic," Metal
lica's second attempted comeback A 'Magnetic' return: Metallica return with old school vibes
of the aughts, is frustratingly in its ninth studio album' "Death Magnetic."
flawed. It's also the band's best record since its shops at Armani, Lars Ulrich auctions off his
billion-times platinum self-titled record, aka Basquiat paintings — Metallica haven't just
"The Black Album." This is due almost solely burned out, its gone supernova. Despite the
to the quality of the performances. For the first band's best efforts, the group squanders this potime since that record, the band sounds alive. tential comeback, and it's unlikely they'll come
The album's melodies are also much improved this close again.
— it's impossible to avoid humming the chorus
of "All Nightmare Long" for weeks.
But much of "Death Magnetic'"s potential
is unrealized due to two key factors. First,
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Coen brothers on fire with 'Burn After Reading'
BY NICHOLAS SMITH

Those familiar with the Coen Brothers' brand of
movies know how well they string together outlandishly
funny comedies from unlikely beginnings: a couple trying
to steal a baby, a husband hiring goons to kill his wife, a
gang of nihilists peeing on a stoner's rug, even portraying
"The Odyssey" as a farce.
"Burn After Reading," their latest movie, is of this
same vein.
After two gym instructors, named Chad and Linda, find
a CD containing an ex-CIA analyst's memoir, whose name
is Osborne, they mistake it for "raw intelligence" and try to
blackmail Osborne so that Linda could afford plastic surgery.
From these humble, but silly, beginnings, a group of moronic
dunces weave in and out of each other to form a dense and
startling story.
The writing is superb, as can be expected from any Coen
Brother's movie. Much like their previous movies, one should
expect the unexpected. They masterfully drive the characters
through each other to create situations where you know what's
going to happen but it still surprises you when it does.
The characters themselves don't seem aware that they are
being guided through the movie by the other characters, but
all the while each attempts to manipulate the others according
to their own end. With the exception of the extremely dense
Chad, who seems to be the blunt end of everybody's plan.
It's the actors that portray the moronic dunces that really
make the movie. With the Coen Brother's, you can always
expect very well developed characters, but the actors really
make them their own in this film. Brad Pitt departs from the
pretty-boy-that's-also-smart persona that he developed in
movies such as Fight Club, and portrays the pretty-boy-that'sal so-dumb named Chad to perfection.
He is balanced by Frances McDormand, who gives

yet another brilliant performance as Linda, who
wants only to better herself
through plastic surgery
and be accepted, yet is
blissfully unaware of those
around her.
George Clooney,
once again showing off
the comedic chops he developed with the "Ocean"
trilogy, plays Harry, a
paranoid womanizer who
gets some of the biggest
laughs and shocks.
John Malkovich portrays the heated Osborne,
and while he can play
angry as well as anybody,
his character seemed to be
forgotten for the middle
Rottentomatoes.com
half of the movie despite Coen brothers strike gold: Brad Pitt and Frances McDormand are two of the many stars
his central relationship in the box office hit, "Burn After Reading."
with the plot.
The people that create intelligence reports (Osborne) are too
, Tilda Swinton, fresh off her Oscar winning performance in stupid to realize how little people around them care for them,
"Michael Clayton," is flawless in her role of an ice queen, but the people that find Osborne's "information" are too stupid to
she isn't really an integral part to the story and your never realize that it wasn't actually valuable stuff, and the person
quite sure why she's in the movie.
who is arbitrarily connected to both is too stupid to realize
The movie, overall, was funny. The humor is the type he isn't that important.
that if you didn't know it was a comedy, you might take it
The CIA director, played by J.K. Simmons in what's
seriously. At places the humor is so subtle I found myself mostly just a cameo role, is a parallel to the audience in that
to be the only one laughing. But there were also intensely he can't figure out exactly why these people are doing such
serious parts.
idiotic things.
You can't help but feel sorry for Chad or Linda during
In the end, if you want a comedy that will shock you,
their most pathetic moments, and Osborne can come off as make you think, then wind up telling you nothing at all, you
just plain annoying. George Clooney, however, was with out can't do much better than the Coen Brother's, and while "Bum"
a doubt the funniest and gave the best performance, but he isn't their most coherent it surely is a testament to their talent.
was more of a side character.
Do not expect a movie such as "Wedding Crashers" or "Old
In a movie which is character driven, it is unfortunate School", where the plot is clear-cut, the ending is nice, and
that the best character wasn't central to the main plot.
you can quote it for months afterwards.
The movie's central theme is that everybody is stupid.
Instead, expect a surprise.
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Gettin' jiggy with a mechanical bull at the Wild West Buffet
BY DREW GARLAND

Alumni Hall was
transformed into.the
Wild West Buffet on
this past weekend. The
event, sponsored by
IRHA, featured a mechanical bull, hip-hop
music and extremely
appetizing egg rolls.
The event was not
well-populated, and
those who were in attendance were not really
taking advantage of all
the event had to offer.
The mechanical bull
sat vacant and the event
truly lacked energy.
The only bright
spot from the night
was the food, which
it seemed that all in
attendance were more
or less just there for the
mozzarella sticks and
Peter Caty/The Mirror
egg rolls.
Welcome to the wild side: The bucking bronco was just one of the many attractions to Saturday night's Wild West Buffet.
"The egg rolls
were especially deliwho attended the event both this "Everyone loved the mechanical were a lot less enthused."
Perhaps the attendance was ate
cious," said Craig Clark '11
year and last. He went on to say, bull last year, but this year, people

Go ONLINE
To WATCH A
VIDEO FROM THE
WILD WEST BUFFET
WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM/CAMPUSLIFE

hindered this year from
the move from the Barone
Cafeteria to Alumni Hall, a
venue with a much greater
area and a high propensity
to seem unfilled. The newly
renovated cafeteria was
the primary reason for the
change in location.
Maybe next year, IRHA
will attempt to generate
more excitement about the
Wild West Buffet, and maybe even move the hours
up so people could attend
before going out, rather than
using it as an alternative to
going out.
Either they consider
these suggestions, or rent a
real bull - that should genersome genuine excitement.

Favorite Fairfield acts return: Hypnotist & Make Your Own Street Sign
BY ROSIE MATHIS

/leghan Schelzi/The Mirror

In a trance: Hypnotist Jim Wand amazed students last
Thursday night when he put volunteers in a trance in mere
minutes (above) and made them perform silly antics like guzzling down some "precious nectar" (below).

On Thursday night, FUSA held its much-anticipated
hypnotist show, starring the infamous Jim Wand. While its
attendance was much smaller than last year's performance, the
true hypnotist fans in the still had plenty to cheer about.
This year's show included the volunteers performing in
Jim Wand's "American Idol," betting on horses in the "Fantasy
Preakness," and the world's newest Olympic event — the SlowMotion Race.
Contestants' fingers became their best friends and secret
keepers, and all of the male contestants gave birth to healthy
babies (some even had twins!).
"It was really funny seeing friends and strangers up on stage
making fools of themselves," said Megan Straub '11.
Jim Wand gave everyone in the lower level of the BCC an
ab workout with his fun and entertaining show.
After coming off a great Thursday night entertainment,
FUSA continued to kick-off the second weekend of the year
with "Make Your Own Street Sign" night in the BCC on Friday.
The weather may have kept some people away, but those who
braved the monsoon were treated with the choice of anyr kind
of sign they wanted and didn't need to wait long on line.
Students could make all kinds of signs — from street signs,
to crossing signs, to "enter at your own risk" signs. Some made
signs for their rooms,
like "Gonzaga 2XX
Street," "Kristin's
Room," or just made
their own "Jimmy B.
Road."
FUSA got the job
done this weekend,
and made for a great
start to the weekend,
especially for firstyear students.
Careful Stags,
with all these street
signs floating around,
obey the speed limit in
your hallways.

Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Personalize it: Students make street signs of
their own - not something you likely to find on
the side of the road as part of the annual FUSA
event that attracts new and old students alike.
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Friday, September 19th
Women's Soccer vs. Holy Cross
@ 7pm
The first 200 students who arrive at the game get wristbands for
free pizza at the Levee after the game.
Volleyball vs. Rider

@ 7 pm

H

The first 100 students who arrive at the game get
wristbands for free pizza at the Levee after the game.

Sunday, September 21st
Women's Soccer vs. UCONN
@ 1 pm
le iirs

f students at the game will receive a free t-shirt

Fairneld Athletics
September promotions
\
Come out and support your Stags!

100 students (50
DOUS & 50 gins)
were surveyed on
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to the campus
changes that took
place this summer.
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The times they are a-changing: Campus removes parking spots
BY ALLIE RITACCO

Students tend to find something around campus to
talk about, no matter what year they are. But a consistent
conversation starter has always been the parking problem
on campus.
But with the renovation of the Quad over the summer, it
appears as though that is not the only thing that has changed.
Parking has changed as well; and perhaps for the better.
Returning students surely noted that areas where there
were parking spots last year have become pedestrian walkways or quad additions this year.
Sgt. Alex Krshieszki in the Office of Public Safety
explained what the motives of these changes are.
"We're basically trying to keep traffic out from the
center of campus, trying to keep it on the outskirts because
it is basically more of a pedestrian campus than a vehicle
travel campus."
He added, "They want to make the Quad a lot more
appealing to the students out there so they have a nice area
to congregate in."
Approximately 55 spaces in front of Campion and
Loyola, and between Jogues and Campion were also removed and the only ones that remain are alongside the
softball field. However, the changes are one-sided; parking
was taken away, but no new spaces were added.
The University removed 76 parking spaces along Leeber
Road that passes the Walsh Athletic Center; that area is now
strictly a pedestrian walkway. This removal only impacts
Fairfield Prep juniors who now have to park in the gated
faculty lot in front of Dolan Hall.
Mary Ann DeMasi, an operations assistant that works in
the Parking office in the basement of Loyola, said the administration wanted to better the safety of students walking to
and from classes by eliminating dangerous parallel parking
spaces and allowing more walking room for students.
Additionally, this idea stems from the future plans of
the University and Campus Planning and Design office's
goals to make the campus safer, to add a building in the area

and sophomores will not be allowed to have cars, just
juniors and seniors. So the parking spaces that they are
losing because of less cars on campus for those two
classes should make it work out just about right."
Jogues' resident Kristina Lingo '11 agrees with
this plan. "I think it's a good idea because parking is a
problem considering there aren't that many spaces."
She added, "You really don't need a car anyway
because you can get around easily with the bus or a
friend. It would be nice not having so many cars so the
upperclassmen could get the spaces too."
On the contrary, Michael Caggiano' 10, who lived
in Jogues last year and has a car on campus, thinks
that the school will try to keep students campus-bound
by not allowing sophomores to have cars on campus
next year.
Dave Dudish '10 who also lived in Jogues last
year with a car on campus thinks that the parking in
that area will only get worse when the parking spots
between Campion and Jogues are removed.
"A bunch of freshmen will start bringing their
cars later toward second semester so the sophomores
who are supposed to have cars are not going to get
spots," he said.
However, the campus and Quad community seem
to be fine overall with some of these spots removed.
Krshieszki noted that Public Safety had not been
receiving complaints about the decline of parking
spaces.
After all is said and done, Krshieszki has high
hopes for the future of the campus.
"I think it is going to be a lot nicer and a lot more
Mikaela Tierney/The Mirror
aesthetically pleasing because of the trees and the grass
No parking!: Trucks from the unfinished construction on the
quad take up many of the limited student spots.
and the areas to walk around without a lot of traffic going through," he said. "It definitely will be safer with
fewer cars in the center of campus."
between Campion and Jogues, and to limit the students who
"I think that campus will be more appealing and
will have cars on campus in the coming years.
Krshieszki commented on the proposed plans of the more of a living community after all the changes to campus
University, "The plan is starting next school year, freshmen and parking are finished," Cait Carroll '10 agreed.
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Career Corner

Employer Presentations:
General Electric Company (GE)
Monday, September 22
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.

Kelley Center Presentation Room

Merrill Lynch Presentation for Seniors:
"After the Trade: An Interactive Game on Operations in the Financial Services Industry"
Wednesday, September 24
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Kelley Center Presentation Room

Employer Application Deadlines:
General Electric Company
Lehman Brothers
Merrill Lynch
Deloitte & Touche

Information Management Leadership Program
Client Service Representative
Chief Financial Office & Risk Analyst Program
Operations Analyst
Audit Winter Intern
ERS Consultant
Tax Consultant
Audit Assistant
Tax Intern Winter
Be sure to visit eRecruiting for details and updates

9/22/08
9/24/08
9/25/08
9/25/08
9/26/08
9/26/08
9/26/08
9/26/08
9/26/08
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Resume Review at Jazzman's
Thursday, September 18

11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Jazzman's Cafe

Social IQ...What is it & Does it Matter???
Thursday, September 18
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
Kelley Center
"Learn tips to improve your social navigation and make positive impressions
Targeted to all students, all majors

Fall 2008 CAREER FAIR:
Thursday, September 25
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Come to network with recruiters for jobs and internships
Dress professionally and bring lots of resumes

RecPlex
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Changing positions to change lives
BY MEG SMITH

Geoffrey Church walked into his office in the biology department to kick off the Fall 2008 semester, opening a new door as
Fairfield University's health professions advisor.
Instead of tackling only his usual biology textbooks and class
lists as the visiting assistant professor of biology, Church's new
position will involve advising and mentoring students with ambitions in the health professions. He will continue to teach courses
in the biology department.
"The description of the new position as being a split between
advising/teaching sounded perfect for my interests," said Church.
"The students in the program are
some of the best on campus."
Church has been a full-time
biology professor in past years,
and was selected as the health
professions advisor in an effort
to further develop and inspire
change within the program.
"It is my hope that we can
work together to discuss what
you felt was working with the
program under its former direction and what new functions you
,
,
would like to see the program
Church
take on JJJ the future" church said
in a recent e-mail to all health professions majors.
"Student response to Church during his interview was overwhelmingly positive," said Matthew Kubasik, chair of the chemistry
department.
The commitment and enthusiasm that Church has shared
with his students proves his dedication to the success of Fairfield's
students.
"I really look forward to working with Dr. Church," said biology major Lauren Lipyanka '10. "He seems really excited to be the
newest advisor for the HP3 program here at Fairfield.
"Already, he has shown that he is very eager to work with all
students," she said.

The position of the health professions advisor involves mentoring and advising students in order to provide valuable information
through programs to those preparing to further their education in
the health professions.
Church hopes to make changes in his new position, including
workshops to enhance applications and prepare for entrance exams.
He said that, in the future, he hopes to develop a mentoring program
between upper and underclassmen, while having all students off
campus "to gain exposure to important meetings in the various
fields and to interact with folks who work in the areas they would
like to train for."
"My job is to help students develop themselves into the most
competitive candidates possible so that they can move forward in
their chosen career paths and matriculate into graduate level health
professions programs," said Church.
One of his main short term goals is to make the Health Professions Program more visible on campus.
Church will also assist all students in the application process
to both medical and dental schools, in addition to those interested
in physical therapy, physician's assistant, and other allied health
care programs, according to Glenn Sauer, chair of the biology
department.
"Through his effective teaching in his popular courses in the
department of biology, he has demonstrated his commitment to the
success of Fairfield's students," said Kubasik.
According to Kubasik, Church will "hit the ground running,"
considering he has prior experience as a health professions advisor,
"despite the complexities of advising students with ambitions in
the health professions."
Church says he is an avid ice hockey fan, and is a strong supporter of student athletes.
"I'm dangerously close to becoming a sports and politics
junkie," he said.
He plays guitar, and sometimes records songs, but assures the
Fairfield community: "There's no danger of me making it big and
leaving Fairfield for a huge record deal though."
Church graduated with a B.S. in Biology from Clarkson University, and has an M.S. and Ph.D. in Developmental and Molecular
Biology from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER

Campus Advisor:

1,2008

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.cqa.ct.gov/isc

What's
happening
this week?
Friday,
Sept. 19th
rmmrmijo
4 p.m. Women's field hockey
vs. Siena
7 p.m. Women's volleyball vs.
Rider
7 p.m. Women's Soccer vs.
Holy Cross
9 p.m. Latin Night at the Levee

Saturday, Sept. 20th
4:15 p.m. FUSAtripto
Bridgeport Bluefish Game

Sunday, Sept. 21st
7 p.m. Women's Soccer vs.
UConn

Counseling & Psychological
Services
Change is inevitable, but growth is an option.
One-Time Workshops
Drop In (no reservation needed)
Becoming at Ease Around People
September 17 - Wednesday at 6:00 pm, BCC 202
Uncomfortable around new people? If you stress or find yourself
avoiding social situations even though you'd like to get out and make
friends, this group may be for you! Develop skills for interacting with
others and become more socially comfortable.
Healthy Relationships
October 20 ~ Monday at 7:30 pm, BCC 202
Is your relationship enhancing your life? Are you tired of drama and
disagreements? Learn about the ingredients of a Healthy Relationship
and strategies to improve .the one you have. Come alone or together if
you want to improve your relationships.
Managing Anger
November 17- Monday at 7:30 pm, BCC 202
Are anger and frustration, getting in the way of completing tasks? Do you
find yourself at the boiling point more often than you used to be? Learn
quick and effective ways to manage your anger in this workshop. Come
alone or with friends who experience similar difficulties.
Relaxation Training
December 3 ~ Wednesday at 6:00 pm, BCC 202
Want to relax and take time out from your busy schedule? Learn stress
reduction techniques including muscle relaxation, mental imagery and
diaphragmatic breathing.
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HE said / SHE said

Josh Kenney

Tino Masciadre|h

Etiquette 101: Proper Party Protocol
When Miss Masciadrelli suggested etiquette
as this week's topic, I
was confounded as to what I
should write. But upon closer
introspection I realized how intoxication can turn a weekend
night at Fairfield into a disaster.
While one may not perceive
etiquette to be important,
heeding these two simple
pieces of advice will save
you much grief, time,
money and unforeseen
medical expenses.
The cardinal rule of
the collegiate lifestyle
is to never drink to the
point of uncontrollable
emesis. To your friends you
will be forever perceived as
a burden, so don't expect
to be invited back to party
with them again for some
time. And as for any prospective
girls you're trying to get with that
night, forget about it. Unless she
was as smashed as you were, all
bets are off. In short, know when
you've had too much.
If you manage to avoid the
porcelain goddess, it is equally
important to steer clear of a
certain breed of female. There
are two types of women at
Fairfield that should be avoided
at all costs.

First, the underclass girls
whose sole purpose is to lose all
executive control of their frontal
lobes in order to make regrettable
decisions. These freshmen and
sophomores dress in a way which
has led me to believe that they
are intent on pursuing their
associate's degree in the
accumulation of venereal
diseases. You can usually
spot these eyesores milling
^. outside the freshmen
dorms - and Jogues waiting for cabs to the
Beach or stumbling up
to the Townhouses.
If these same girls
do not realize, through
some sort of epiphany,
that they are degrading
themselves and stereotyping their gender, they
transition to the second
group of Fairfield untouchables,
These are the upperclassmen
women whom Tucker Max would
ridicule without mercy. In the interests of avoiding controversy, I
won't go there.
The bottom line here is that
certain women will take you as far
as you will let them. If you're a
sap to trip over their chests and
buy them drinks, it only saves
them finding someone else to
further inflate their egos.

College Crossword
%^.W ©2008Joshua O'Connell. Ail Rights Reserved, http://www.in-pursuit.com

by Joshua O'Connell

A Tangled Web
ACROSS
1. New Mexico city, for short
5. Colorado city
10. switch
14. and others, for short
15. Office manager Michael
16. grab
17. gas burner used in laboratories
18. Republican candidate
20. condensation, perhaps
22. scheduled meeting
23. measurement
24. type of eagle
26. Democratic candidate
30. librarian's sound
33. smells
34. Egyptian sight
35. bam staple
36.ayes
37. one who's easy on someone
39. flying animal
40. policeman, for short
41. having wings
42.34-Across is an example
43. shorter than ems
44. Democratic candidate
47. dogs and cats, perhaps
48. cure
49. on a boat, for instance
52. hallway
56. Republican candidate
59. small salmon in the Pacific
60. opera singer's solo
61. part of a pound
62. charitable contributions
63. not imaginary
64. skyscraper ingredient
65. smaller
DOWN
1. be abuzz
2. Sarge's dog
3. wife of a raja
4. male crustaceans use them to
grab a female
5. in and of itself
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6. type of beetle
7. skin hole
8. When you'll arrive (abbr.)
9. to the
degree
10. treble or clef location
11. a raised mark on one's skin

28.
29.
30.
31.

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
9

1
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LOGIC PUZZLE
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PUZZLE #1 - EASY
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12. like
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the girl waiting for a drink can.
The same rule applies for the
bar.
Boys buying drinks is a total
turn on - hint hint.
Guest etiquette: Always
introduce yourself and/or thank
the host of the party. Telling me
that you are the birthday girl's
cousin's, uncle's step-dad
does not exempt you from
this rule.
More important, don't
forget that you are a guest
in a house, drinking for
free. So if someone
tells you to leave,
then leave.
House etiquette:
Do not eat any of the
food in the kitchen.
Asking the address of
the beach house so you can
order Dominos is also unacceptable.
If you bump into someone
or spill a drink, say you're sorry.
And above all, respect your elders. You will have your time to
shine one day too.
Seniors - let's all send a
thank you card to the owners of
the Grape; without that place,
there would be no escape, no
reason to kick everyone out and
no vodka 180s.

To

28

33

8

*

23
26

7

My number one source of
inspiration for this column
comes from the party my
housemates and I threw at the
Guy's Dupe. My second source
comes from the crazy antics of
our senior class.
It truly amazes me that I can
witness nine drunken heart-tohearts, three boys unsuccessfully hitting on girls and one
public make-out in the Long
Island Sound [you know who
you are] all within the
short distance from the
Dupe to the Point.
Oh the Point a precious slab
of concrete over
looking semi-polluted
water that transforms
into a beer-saturated
free-for-all from the
hours of noon to 6 p.m.
When the sun goes down, the
partying migrates to respective
senior homes, and this is where
I witnessed some comical underclassmen party fouls that must
be commented on.
Here are some general party
guidelines:
Keg etiquette: Girls should
always be filled up first. Listen
guys, no matter how much you
may love keg beer, the tap will
never make-out with you, but

.

confined
type of pasta
finger ends
cut down
count on
author James
kind of theater, in the ancient
times
daytime TV options
With red, a part of the UV
spectrum
in Judaism, a week-long mourning period
Muslim quarters for wives

53

1

54

55

.

i
65

^31 Greek monster that had nine
heads
37. wall slot
38. canoe paddles
39. keeping with the Old and New
Testaments
41. at right angles to the length of
a ship
42. lion's sound
45. selection
46. popcorn starting point
47. relating to punishment
49. open, like a door
50. ripped
51. Transformers star LaBeouf
52. walking aid
53. Republican candidate, once
54. units of electrical resistance
55. Third party candidate, once
57. businesses, in short
58. snip

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

2 3
4
9
4
6
5
8
7
6
9 8

Week of
09/15/08

PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

4
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7
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7
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3
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6
3 9
1 3
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1
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2
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PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

3

3
4

4 9
7
1 8
4
7
2 9

2

2

3
4 1
1

3

4 9
7 4

2

7
7

3
2
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2
4 8
7 2

4
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2
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PUZZLE #3-HARD

1

2

8

5

8 7

4
8

1
6

6 1

3 9
6
2
7
5
6
8
5 3

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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What should have been done to
QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by Michelle Morrison

the student who changed
his grades?
"Not even cheaters handle
their own craft. Give him
the boot."
-Galen Vinter '09

-44"I think he should get in trouble
.juith the law. I hope it haunts
him."
"I think it should appear that he
never went to college in the first

-Katie Flattey '12
-**-

—Melissa Thomas ' 11

-w-U"I believe he should have been pun
ished, but I feel that was too sevt
—Lauren Martes '10

"Ifeel that he knew the risk involved in
doing what he did, and that the University took the appropriate actions."
—Joe Zagami '10
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week m sport!
; VOLLEYBALL

It's MAAC time: This past weekend may have
been a struggle for the Stags (0-3 in Northern Illinois
Invitational tournament), but those struggles may soon
give way to victories. Many of them.
Fairfield begins its quest to repeat as regular-season MAAC
champion Friday night at Alumni Hall against Rider. Dating back
to last season, the Stags have lost a mere three conference games
in the team's past four season.
The game also marks head coach Alija Pittenger's home debut.
"I'm really looking forward to start MAAC play," said Pittenger.
• FIELD HOCKEY

Road troubles: A rivalry game against Sacred Heart
and a regional game against Hofstra both ended similarly
for the Stags: a disappointing loss on the road.
Sacred Heart edged Fairfield, 4-1, in a crosstown
showdown. Marit Westenberg '12 scored the first goal of the game
to give Fairfield an early lead, but the Pioneers responded with
three consecutive goals in a span of 3:08 late in the game. The Stags
suffered a similar fate a few days later, as Hofstra scored late in the
game to secure a win.
The Stags return home this weekend to play Siena.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Practice makes perfect: The men's soccer team, including Matt Cleveland '10 (above), is anxious to get
back onto the field after its Friday night game against Harvard was postponed due to rain. The Stags are
1-2 on the season and now go on the road for three games, two in Florida against Florida International
and Florida Gulf Coast on Sept. 19 and 21. The Stags then face in-state, I-95 rival Yale on Sept. 27.

IMALE STAG-LETE

OF ^g^ggj^ |

ATHLETE: R.J. Zielinski 09
SPORT: Golf
ACHIEVEMENT: Zielinski tied for 21st at the Rutgers Men's Golf
Invitational on Sept. 12-13, on the par-71, 6,337 yard Rutgers Golf
Course. He shot a plus two, 144. After a difficult first round score of 75.
He bounced back in the second round with a two under 69, the second
best score of the second round. The Tolland, Conn, native was named a
Cleveland Golf All-American Scholar on Sept. 4, becoming the second
Fairfield golfer in history to earn the national honor.

I MEN'S AND WOMEN'S GOLF

Fall tee time: Both men's and women's golf teams
continued fall outings this past weekend at invitational
tournaments. The women's golf team finished eighth
overall in the annual Dartmouth Women's Golf Invite
at the Hanover Country Club. Kristen Macdonald' 11 and Christina
DeStefano '11 led the team with a cumulative score of 161.
As for the men, senior R.J. Zielinski '09 led the pace with
a two-day score of plus-two, good enough to rank 21st overall
among all participants. As a team, the Stags finished 16th overall
in the weekend tournament, and recorded a cumulative 34 over
par score.

IFEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Lauren Tehan 12
SPORT: Cross Country
ACHIEVEMENT: It is one thing to lead a team's top finisher. It is
quite another to do it two weeks in a row, as a freshman. For the second
consecutive week, Tehan was Fairfield's top runner, and was recently
rewarded for her efforts by being named the MAAC Runner of the Week.
In the Stags' most recent race - the Fairfield University Invitational on
campus - Tehan's impressive 19:55.65 in the women's 5K (3.1 miles in
distance) helped pace the Stags to a fourth-place finish.

MIRROR SPORTS
CHRIS SIMMONS

3X5
THE QUESTIONS

1. Women's Soccer: MAAC
favorite?

It's starting to look that way. They
don't even have their top player, Nicole Cavallaro and are winning.

Why not?

I think we just rephrase the same
questions every week. But yeah,
women's soccer is good.

2. Will this be a new year for
the'Red Sea'?

The Red Sea is more like a pond
without Hutch.

Was it over when the Germans
bombed Pearl Harbor?

I don't think there will ever be a
year.

Rugby. They risk their bodies for
the sport they play every game.

Equestrian - since most people that
read this: a) didn't know we had
one and b) don't know what it is.

Did anyone know we have a boxing club? Apparently a girl runs
it.

4. Football toss-up: College or
NFL?

College is fun to watch, but the fact
that they don't crown a real champ
makes NFL the best.

Sundays all the way.

Ralph Friedgen might eat me if I
go against him.

5. StagWeb/Grade change
Reaction?

I just really want to know who
did it. If you know, please tell us.
Please.

I love how we're allowing him
to finish his degree - online. And
there's not even a joke there.

3.The most underappreciated
club sport at Fairfield is...

Yes, the idiot who thought he
could get away with this apparently is smart enough to get a
Fairfield degree.
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FU take tWO: Fordham transfer leading men s soccer
BY TOM CLEARY

Following a breakout season as a
sophomore, Fordham goalkeeper Justin
Burse entered the 2006 season with
hopes of expanding on his success.
Burse's junior season began just
how he had hoped,
at least for the first
75 minutes of his
game against South
Florida. He made
six saves, but had
to be taken off the
field on a stretcher
after breaking his
left leg with 15 minBURSE
utes remaining in
the game.
After over a year of grueling rehab, Burse returned to play only three
games in his senior season, starting two
of those.
"It was difficult. No one likes to
be on the bench, but it was a learning experience for me, to get better,"
said Burse.
With a fifth-year of eligibility,
Burse is starting over, 40 miles down
the road and at a different FU.
With Fordham looking to go in a
younger direction in goal, Burse was
forced to look for a new school to continue his career.
"It was a decision [coming to
Fairfield] based on academics and
athletics as well, but academics first"
said Burse, who is seeking a Masters
of Business as a Fairfield graduate
student.
Stags Head Coach Carl Rees
learned of Burse's availability through
Fordham Head Coach Jim McElderry
'93, a former Stags assistant coach.
"We were looking at a number of
different goalkeepers," said Rees. "He
came in and I met with him and checked
the boxes in terms of his personality and
demeanor and aspirations."
Fairfield got a release from Fordham, per NCAA regulations and Burse

became a member of the team. He has "Jack is a vocal presence up front, when
only one season of eligibility left, but he comes back from injury. With Justin
unlike in college basketball and foot- at the back, we have a good fit for what
ball, athletes do not have to wait a year the group needed and that's proven to
be the case."
before playing after transferring.
Burse said that he is excited about
Burse has started all three games
the Stags have played so far this sea- the second opportunity, especially
son, allowing just four goals and with the Stags.
leading Fairfield to a respectable a
"It's a great team. We obviously
1-2 record.
have a lot of talent. (This) team looks
Originally from Louisville, Ky., like it can be MAAC champions,"
Burse set the third best goals against he said.
The Stags now head to Florida this
average (0.77) and save percentage
weekend to play Florida International
(.821) in Fordham history in 2005.
His brother, Ray, played goal- and Florida Gulf Coast. The team's
keeper at Ohio State for four years scheduled game against Harvard was
and is now a member of Major League rained out on Saturday.
Soccer's (MLS) FC Dallas.
"The guys are really eager to be
"He has been a positive on my playing again," said Rees. "It's a really
career," said Burse. "He's always been good, committed group. They have been
in my ear, calling me everyday, to talk training hard and will do their best to
bring back two good results"
about soccer (and) how to get better."
With the loss of the
core of last season's team,
forward Sam Bailey, defender Tom Skara and
goalkeeper J.R Francini,
to graduation, Rees was
desperate for a leader to
emerge for his team.
"I've been very impressed with him," said
Rees. "He is a leader, he's
athletic. He certainly has
been a good addition to
the squad."
Burse is not the only
transfer to join the Stags
this season. Jack Burridge,
a South Shields, England
native, joins the team after
one season at University
of South Carolina Upstate.
He scored three goals and
added two assists last year
with the Spartans.
"In the off-season we
felt that as a group, we ~
Peter Caty/The Mirror
needed personalities and Transfer talent: Forward Jack Burridge '12 and gradI think we found that in uate student goalkeeper Justin Burse have stepped in
.u • .
„ ., „
as starters after moving3 to Fairfield.
c
the
transfers,
said Rees.

No signs of rust:
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

The
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Men's Rugby picks up where it left
off with impressive win over Marist

The Stags, though, were unable to
score the try. Mark Keith converted a

At that point, the score stood at 1.10 which is where it would stand until

The sun beat down on the
the game's conclusion.
saturated Marist field, as rugby
"We got the (win),"
players grunted and overpowHaller said to the team after
ered their opponents.
the game. "That's all we
Despite being admittedly
came out here for."
victimized by inconsistent
Coach Matthew Leonplay, Fairfield handidly won
ard, coming off an impresthe match, 11-0.
sive rookie season in which
However, the Stags were
he took Fairfield back to
fighting more than just the Red
the playoffs in the fall, was
Foxes. They were battling the
satisfied with the victory.
suffocating heat, while trying
"Obviously, we have
to "get some rust off" as Capstuff to work on, but we have
tain Timo Wilson '09 said.
a lot of talent," he said.
"This team, as it is right
Leonard, meanwhile^
Mirror File Photo
now, hasn't had too much time Stag domination: Coach Matthew Leonard's men's rugby team
praised the veteran leaderlooked impressive in an early-season 11-0 win over Marist.
playing together," he said.
ship on the team, led by
Still, Wilson's expectasenior Captains Haller and
tions are high coming off a
Wilson.
successful season last year.
"We have got some excellent
kick to make it 3-0. All of Fairfield's
"We made it to the playoffs last scoring took place in the first half, be- veterans who are leading a new crop
year for the first time in 20 odd years," fore the heat began to take its toll on the of kids," he said.
he said. "We lost three starters to Aus- starters, many of whom played both 40
True to form, Haller deflected
tralia [study abroad in the spring semes- minutes halves.
praise and claimed that the Stags were
ter] (Darragh Lynch '09, Bob Haller '09
Later in the first half, James Ki- already preparing for next Sunday's
and himself] and we still advanced to ernan '09 scored a try after great ball game against Hofstra.
the Elite 8 [in a 32 team, Beast of the movement from Haller and Dominic
"We're going to talk about what
East tournament]."
Cellitti '09. The score was 8-0 after we're going to do this week and put it
Fairfield controlled the tempo early Keith missed the conversion kick.
into our first home game," he said.
on when they marched down the field,
Shortly after, the Stags were in
"Hopefully, we'll get a lot of
highlighted by a jarring ball fake and position to score another try, but had to people out to watch both games."
big run by Haller.
settle for a short kick by Keith.

Minor

Get your schedules out:
Men's and women's basketball
announce non-conference games
BY TOM CLEARY

Every year, fans eagerly wait to see what out-of-conference opponents the men's and women's basketball teams
will face in the late fall. With a mix of challenging major
conference teams and fellow mid-majors, the basketball
schedules are always filled with exciting matchups.
Men's basketball Head Coach Ed Cooley continues his
tradition of facing difficult teams before starting MAAC
play in order to prepare his team for what is a grueling
conference schedule.
"I believe this year's schedule will provide us with
a range of opponents that will challenge us throughout
the season," Cooley said in a press conference. "With a
combined winning percentage of .600, our opponents will
comprise one of the most competitive non-conference opponents in recent history."
The Stags begin the season with a game at Memphis
on Nov. 15, which lost in the national championship game
against Kansas last year. The game is a part of the 2008
Puerto Rico Tip-Off tournament, which will be played the
next week, from Nov. 20-23. Other teams in the tournament
include Chattanooga, Virginia Tech, Missouri, Xavier and
Seton Hall.
In between those games, the Stags renew their rivalry
with neighboring Sacred Heart on Nov. 18. Fairfield also
takes on in-state rivals UConn on Dec. 26 at Storrs. Other
games include away games at Holy Cross (Dec. 1), Fordham (Dec. 11) and Army (Jan. 26). The Stags also face
American (Nov. 29) and Drexel (Dec. 14).
In Head Coach Joe Frager's second season the schedule has grown slightly tougher.
"I think we have put together a very challenging
non-conference schedule," said Frager. "In addition,
playing some top-notch teams that have postseason experience will help us prepare for our tournament action
at season's end."
Fairfield opens the season with two home games
against Villanova (Nov. 17) and Sacred Heart (Nov. 22).
The rest of the non-conference season comes on the
road, starting with a return trip to the UNC-Asheville
tournament on Nov. 14-15, won by the Stags last season.
Fairfield will face UNC-Asheville and then either Morgan
State or William & Mary.
The Stags also travel to IPFW (Nov. 26), Cornell
(Dec. 1), Mount St. Mary's (Dec. 10), Maine (Dec. 21),
and Wagner (Dec. 29).

Pittenger brings
postseason success to
volleyball job
CONTINUED FROM P.
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beyond her time behind the bench.
Cumulatively, Pittenger's teams,
either as a coach or as a player, have
reached the tournament five times
out of nine seasons - twice as an assistant coach at Pittsburgh, and three
more as a starting setter for Michigan,
who reached the NCAA tournament
in 1997, 1999, and 2000.
By comparison, Fairfield has
PITTENGER
only five postseason appearances beyond the MAAC tournament in the
program's history, all coming between 1997 and 2001 under
coaches Todd Kress and Mitch Jacobs
Thus far, despite mixed early returns, Pittenger is overwhelmingly pleased with the team's progress in a challenging
out-of-conference schedule.
"I think when you have a new team that hasn't played much
together, or played much in college in general, you just want to
see improvements on the court," said Pittenger. "We have done
a good job of improving every time (we have) played.
Given the team's strong showings early on, the Stags likely
feel more than prepared for the upcoming in-conference schedule, which begins this coming Friday night against Rider.
"We were disappointed with some of our losses early in
the season," said Pittenger, "but conference (play) is the most
important part."
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Pittenger, just what
volleyball needs:
A postseason veteran
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Full speed ahead

BY KEITH CONNORS

The women's volleyball team has spent the better
part of the past decade experiencing a unique blend of
prominence and failure, success and heartbreak.
And upon entering the job at Fairfield, new head
coach Alija Pittenger knew all too well of this trend of
dominating conference play in the regular season and then
experiencing disappointment come November.
Pitteger was following a two-time MAAC coach of
the year in C. J. Werneke, who had guided the Stags to five
consecutive MAAC championship appearances, yet had
never clinched a tournament berth.
She knew she was inheriting a team that lost an
astounding eight players to either graduation or transfer,
but nevertheless was still lauded with preseason awards
- including a rank of second in the conference in the
preseason MAAC coaches' poll.
Burdened again by expectations? Far from it.
"We have some people with experience," said Pittenger. "We have a lot of people that know how to win
and know what needs to be done."
"It's not unreasonable for us to be successful," Pittenger added.
Rather than lamenting past shortcomings in the
postseason, Pittenger enters the job with a fresh approach,
welcoming the opportunity to coach a talented team that
may be the class of the conference.
"I haven't really thought about it a whole lot," said
Pittenger of the team's past. "I'm more concerned with
winning the matches you have in front of you. We are
still a young team. We are worried about taking care of
business now versus in the future."
Despite the loss of Werneke, who only lost three
conference games in his previous four seasons as head
coach, Pittenger's impressive resume shows there is little
reason to expect a letdown in 2008, especially when it
comes to postseason accomplishments.
Pittenger comes to Fairfield after extensive time as an
assistant at Pittsburgh under head coach Chris Beerman.
In that time, the Panthers reached the NCAA tournament
twice and won the team's first Big East title since 1994.
Pittenger's postseason success, though, reaches far
SEE 'PITTENGER' ON P.
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Peter Caty/ The Mirror
Homecoming: Katie Mann '10 and the Stags look to
begin the MAAC regular season with a win when the
team takes on Rider on Friday night at Alumni Hall.

JINSIDEISDF^VJR

Peter Caty/ The Mirror
One step ahead: Senior Robyn Decker '09 and the Stags have looked impressive to start the season. The Stags have
now won six consecutive games, including impressive out-of-conference wins over Yale and Georgia State at the Dolphin
Soccer Classic in Jacksonville. The Stags now return back to campus to challenge Holy Cross and UConn.

Women's soccer extends win streak to six in Jacksonville
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The women's soccer team is on a
roll. After a season-opening loss, the
Stags have reeled off six straight wins,
including two tournament titles.
Fairfield won its second in-season
tournament with a 2-1 win over Georgia
State, which boasted the fifth-ranked offense in the nation entering the game.
Earlier in the season, the Stags
won the Puma Raider Invitational while
playing Colgate and Temple.
Fairfield is currently ranked fourth
in the NSCAA/Adidas Northeast Region poll and third in the Soccerbuzz.com
regional poll. It also received a vote in
the NSCAA/adidas national poll.
A diverse group of women has led
Fairfield. Eleven freshmen joined the
Stags this season after losing five starters
from last year's team.
"We brought in eleven freshmen to
have an impact," said Head Coach Jim
O'Brien. "They've worked very hard
and earned their opportunities, even in
contributing roles. We felt we had the
ability to improve, but we are ahead of
where we anticipated.
"We came into the season with the
theme that our non-conference schedule
was our preseason. We've been fortunate
that we have won the games we should
have and also the games we were competitive in," O'Brien added.
Kelly Boudreau '12 has started all
but one game in goal and was named the
MAAC Defensive Player of the Week
two weeks ago along with Rookie of the
Week honors this week.
"I hoped I would play and it worked

out," said Boudreau. "I hoped I would ing and he has been recruiting this class
because I worked hard over the summer, for the past two, three years."
[Head Coach Jim O'Brien] was my pre-^
Johnson's play over the past week
mier coach for the past two years, sq;the*^earned her MAAC Offensive Player of
style is the same."
f?
the Week honors. She scored two goals,
Boudreau made 12 saves on the including the game-winner, in a 3-2
overtime win against Yale and scored
two more goals in a 2-0 win against
Jacksonville.
She also ranks 30th in the nation
with 0.8 goals per game.
Fairfield had to rally to beat Yale,
NEW ENGLAND
scoring three goals in the final 10:48
SHOWDOWN
for a win over their in-state rival.
"Technically the win [was big,]
said Boudreau, stressing how proud
Friday
she felt of beating an Ivy League
Sept. 19, 7 p.m.
school that is also locally competitive.
vs. Holy Cross (0-6)
"Plus, we know a lot of the girls on
their team."
Against Georgia State, Casey
Frobey
'10 scored a double overtime
Sunday
gamewinner off a header giving the
Sept. 21,1 p.m.
Stags a six-game winning streak. She
vs. UConn (3-5-1)
currently
ranks third on the team in
• Kt
points after finishing the season second
last year. She was also the leading goal
scorer last season with 11.
week along with a 0.93 goals against
This weekend, the Stags will face
average and had a save percentage of Holy Cross on Friday and UConn on
.800. She is now 5-1 on the year with 31 Sunday, both at home.
total saves.
"It's Yale times three or four," said
Ahna Johnson '09, one of the team's Johnson. "UConn is a well-established
captains and the leading scorer this sea- soccer school. It's not a rivalry yet beson (13 points), said that the freshmen cause we haven't held up our end, but
have played well.
hopefully this year we'll change it."
"Everybody said, 'Oh, you lost five
However, O'Brien is hesitant to look
starters, it's a rebuilding year, too bad it's past the next game.
your senior year,'" said Johnson. "But I
"For the record, we've got Holy
never thought of it as a rebuilding year. Cross on Friday. We've been good at
[O'Brien] knew last year's class was leav- taking it one game at a time."

Upcoming Games
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